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Snow Tonight and Sunday; Not BO
Cold

NO. 77.

LAS VEGAS
KILLED

OF MONEY

DECLARED

THE VAR

,

ANYBODY
WAS KILLED IS NOT KNOWN
CHARLESTON.

Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 8 Governor Glasscock, Adjutant General, D.
D. Elliott and other state officers
awaited with anxiety this morning
information from Alucklow concern
ing the fate of Sheriff Bonner Hill
and 25 deputies of Kanawah county,
who, at an early hour, were reported
to be facing an angry mob of striking miners in the little mountain village.
With Sheriff Bonner Hill and his
men were L. Guy Levy and a 6mall
party of mine guards, and it was their
belief that they could maintain their
position for an indefinite period.
They are armed with modern rifles
and a rapid 4re gun.
Sheriff Hill asked the governor
early today for troops, but at the
executive office it was stated that
no action would be taken until the
details of last nights rioting had
been received here.
At 11 o'clock today Sheriff Hill reported to the military authorities
here that he and his men had been
unable to enter the miners' camp and
up to that time had been unable to
ascertain
whether the firing last
night had resulted in death or injury to any of tne campers. The
miners and their sympathizers occupy strong positions guarding all approaches to the camp. The Chesapeake and Ohio' railroad sent a number of 'men to the scene to protect
its property. Governor Glasscock has
not yet acted on the sheriff's request
for troops.
The situation took on a more serious turn soon after noon when Governor Glasscock Instructed Adjutant
General Elliott to assemble the three
Huntington companies, two Charleston companies and the Fayetteville
company of the First regiment, West
Virginia National Guard, in their armories. According to the order the
men are to be held unaer arms.
The legislature will assemble at" 3
o'clock this afternoon, when, it is
stated, the governor will send, to
both houses a special message saying the situation in the coal country
Is before them and asking them to
formally declare martiat law. Should
the legislature refuse to take this action the governor's friends say he
will order the companies now uiuer
arms into the disturbed district. In
any event the soldiers should be on
duty by midnight.
Information this afternoon from
Mucklow is that the miners have deserted the camp and gone into the
'mountains. Similar news came from
Eskale. where r. large camp of miners was established several months
ago. U was also staled that before
the rioting yesterday all the women
and children haa been sen- from the
Mucklow camp. The military authorities express the belief that the strikers are gathering in the mountains
for a night attack upon some point
on Point, Creek.
,

GETS

LICENSE.

San Diego, Cat., Feb. 8. First
Lieutenant J. S. Parks of the Fourteenth United States cavalry, received today his aeropilot's license
after having made what is believed
to be the world's record in accurate
landings. The first time Parks as- ended lie fl.w for approximately ten
minutes, cnttliijr the figure prescribed !n the Aero Club of America's f H'!f:,'tiiiif-- , unil laiiii'tiK !
rucan-ly-

.

of the White House office force intact for several montns at least. Tumulty's tour of inspection closed with
a march into the ranks of a battery
of cameras and moving picture machines.

CITY EDITION

IS PRESENTED.

FATHER.
Feb. 8. Confrontbloody finger prints identified
own, Lee Hoyt, 21 years old,
admitted the murder of his
Edward Hoyt, a wealthy cat

ADMITS

WRONG NEGRO IS

Chillfcothe,
ed by

KILLING
Mo.,

LYNCHED

CROWD

.

PARKS

is iiot Acting Too
Quickly

8, 1913.

Washington, Feb. 8. Representatives of the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads today formally
laid before Attorney General
DY
the agreement for the dis- solution of the merger. Mr. Wicker-- i
sham, the railroad attorneys and
Paul D. Cravath, representing Kuhn,
Jjoeb and company, who will head
the syndicate of bankers to dispose
of the Union Pacific's holding of HOUSTON, MISS., MOB EXECUTES
Southern Pacific stock, discussed at
TWO CULPRITS FOR THE
length the details of the proposed
SAME OFFENSE.
but no announcement was
plan,
Wick-ersha-

,

IN

Having flood Judgment

TIIISGOVEOiuECi

as his
today
HAi
father,
tleman, in November, 1911, according to County Prosecutor E. L. Marshall.
The elder Hoyt's head was crushed with a mattock. The boy said his
father had been too severe with him. SENDS WARSHIPS TO CENTRAL j
The son reported finding his father's
I
AMERICAN PORTS TO PRE- body in a barn on tne Hoyt farm and
I
SERVE ORDER.
it was believed he had been slain by
made.
robbers. Detectives finally discoverN. P. Loomis, John G. Milburn and LAST ONE
WASGUILTY MAN ed finger prints in blood on an iron WILL GUARD EOTH COASTS!
John C. Spooner appeared for the
tank in the barn and these prints
Union Pacific and Maxwell Everts
were identified! as those of Lee Hoyt.
HE ADMITS, BEFORE HIS DEATH,
for the Southern Pacific.
VESSELS WILL BE STATIONED IN
THAiT HE KILLED MRS.
HARBORS ON THE ATLANFIGHT AGAINST EUGENICS
STUDENT IS BURNED
J. C. WILLIAMS.
TIC AND PACIFIC.
8.
Salt
Lake
Feb.
City,
"Physical
Boulder, Colo., Feb. 8. Fred Lums-dedefects and crippled souls," cannot be
of Grand Junction was badly
overcome by barring the unfit from
burned about the face and hands yes- THE OTHER REMOVED BODY
MARINES
MAY EE
LANDED
mariage, according to Ogned social
terday by an explosion of potassium
ists. Declaring that crime is the proLATE NEWS FROM GALLIPOLI, and phosphorous In the chemical lab REMAINS OF THE WOMAN "WERE duct of wrong and
perverted economic IN CASE ESTABLISHED GOVERN.
oratory of the University of Colorado
THROWN INTO A PIT WHERE
HOWEVER, BELIEVED TO
conditions, copies of resolutions pro
MENTS CANNOT MEET SITLumsde was preparing explosive caps.
testing against the bill that Provides for
BE INCORRECT.
THEY WERE FOUND.
UATION U. S. WILL ACT.
a board of eugenics to control mar4
were
riages
received by all members
Ix)ndon, Feb. 8. A sensational reHouston, Miss., Feb. 8. Dibrell of the Utah
Washington, Feb. 8. Preparations
legislature. The socialf
the
Turks
that
suffered
a
crush
port
Tucker, a negro, in whose possession ists
TODAY IN CONGRESS
a hard fight against the for rushing five United States men- promise
was found a diamond ring, said to
r
ing defeat at the hands of the Bul
to both coasts of Central
measure on the ground that It is not
garian troops in the Peninsula of
y have been the property of Mrs. J. C. the basic remedy for
to meet any emergency I
America
the
elevating
Gallipoli and lost 15,000 killed and
Williams, murderea in her home here race.
which
arise there soon went
may
Washington, Feb. 8. Senate: Ecol- Thursday last, was lynched late to10,000 prisoners, which was publishforward rapidly today. The gunboat
ed in Berlin tuis morning received no ogies on late Senators Taylor of Ten- day by a mob in tne court house
Annapolis, her crew augmented from f
consideration or support from any nessee and Nixon of Nevada, and Rep square.
the South Dakota and Colorado, j
CONGRESSMEN
ENGAGE
resentatives Madison and Mitchell of
other source today.
Yesterday anotner negro, who, it
started last night from San Diego,
'
It is doubted here whether such a Kansas were delivered.
was believed, had murdered
Mrs.
California,
Honduras,
Elections committee agreed upon re- Williams, was lyncned here.
IN A BITTER DEBATE to stand for Amapapla,
battle could, have been fought and
giard on the Pacifio Btdow i
such a victory won without Bulgarian port exonerating Senators Watson and
The victim of today's lynching was
The Nashville at New Orleans la exheadquarters hastening ofucially to Chilton of charges of corruption in taken to the square and chained to
pected to put out for Puerto Ortez,
their election.
an iron post. A kettle of tar was REPUBLICANS ROAST THE DEMO- Honduras, on the Atlantic
notify the world.
side, early;
CRATS FOR TRYING TO WORK
House,
A telegram received from the Bul
lengthy and spirited poured, over him, then faggots wera
Monday morning. The cruiser Dea
con"FLIMFLAM"
rule
adopted and
garian capital this afternoon made debate, special
piled about him. He was allowed to
Moines, now at Guantanamo, the
no reference to any fighting. It sideration of Webb liquor shipment talk for a short time, then a brother
naval station, coaling, ba3 fceea
8.
Feb.
bill
was begun.
With party
Washington,
of Mrs. Williams touched a match
merely mentioned the departure of
ordered
to be at Bluefielis not later
lines temporarily eliminated, the
to the dry wood.
King Ferdinand for the tield.
than February 15.
The Denver,
house
today adopted, 211 to 60, a which
Montenegro, like all the rest of the
Tucker had scarcely begun to feel
has been standing by distressSTILL
rule
for
GOING
AFTER
special
the
Webb
considering
belligerents in the Balkan war, is
the effects of the heat when the
ed Americans threatened by attack
badly in need of funds. The govfather of Mrs. Williams elbowed his bill to prohibit the shipment of li- from Mexican rebel3 at Acapulco, in
into
states.
vote
quor
The
ernment at Cettinje is how trying
"dry"
iOE O.ICillNE TRUST way through the throng and shot the was
a Jay or two will go to Acajutla, Salto place a small short term issue
preceded by a spirited debate, in
negro four times. The regro is said
vador.
which
Representative Fitzgerald of
here, but the financiers have barred
to have admitted the crime and to
It is practically decided that thest!
New York, chairman of the
s
their doors and resolutely refuse to GOVERNME
FILES CIVIL SUIT have said that Andrew Williams, wbi
four
v v ere
ships, whose niov.
committee, joined wit-- Re
give assistance which might prolong
tool: the" body
AGAINST UNITED MACHINERY " 'waa" lynched
late
dec,'V!.;;;r,tin
yctoriRv. ;:!
the fighting.
of7the woman from her house and publican LeaiW Mann in denouncing"
COMPANY
the
augmented
by
gunboat licoias,
threw it into ttie pit where it was the action of the democratic leaders now at Boston. Final orders for her
to
by allowing the special rule
'je movements are
Russia May Insult Austria.
Trenton. N. J., Feb. 8. The federal found.
expected prolhiMy topresented.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 8. Emperor
government made its third anti-truday.
me ruie provided tor the introducNicholas today handed his answer move
against the United Shoe MachinFrom its coniidentlal sources iu
MIDSHIPMEN RESIGN
tion of amendments and Iimtied deto the autograph letter from Em- ery company in a civil suit filed here
Central
America this government, es8
Feb.
an
Mr.,
The
Annapolis,
bate to three hours.
peror Francis Joseph of Austria to today, charging the
trust with nouncement was made at the naval
interested in preserving the
pecially
FitzDalzell
and
Representatives
Prince
wielding an alleged monopolistic pow- academy today that the resignations
the little republics, has
peace
among
led the attack Against the
who leaves this evening er and unfair trade tactics to
force of 39 midshipmen had been called for gerald
been
omnlous ani Epecu- receiving
special rule, insisting that with ihu
The greatest secrecy the
for Vienna,
Keighley compay, a competitor, as a result of the recent
lative
of
reports
juntas of deposed
l
short time left for consideration of
was observed here ias to the nature into an unlawful contract for the
revolutionists
dictators
and
meeting
in
examinations
which
number
that
seven appropriation bills, no other
of the Austrian emperor's letter and
here and there, plotting trouble.
leasing, sale, and fixing the price of failed. Thirty-fou- r
memare
of
unthese
business
to
be
transacted
ought
that of the Russian emperor's reply, an
While the presence of American war- trimming machine."
bers of the fourth or "plebe" class. der special rules.
the draft of which was euomitted' tr
The United States district court here Two of the
would be principally intended
ships
unsatisfacfound
Mr.
is
demanded
youths
Dalzell,
it,"
"Why
Sergius Savonoff, the Russian tor was asked to terminate the contract
to
provide
refuge for Americans and
tory are first class men who would "that we have this moral spasm at
eign minister, yesterday.
under which the Keighley company have been
other
citizens, there Is no- foreign
June.
in
this juncture? When the history of
graduated
Financiers here apparently consid- had exclusive
to
lease
to
doubt
shoe
marines
and bluejackets
that
The remaining three belong to the this congress is written it will be
er the outlook in the Balkans favor- manufacturers right
in
the
used
the
interior if a
be
might
trimming
third class.
the history of the most incompetent
able, judging from the strength, of machine," the patent of which' is
should arise paralleling that
situation
ever
most
c
useless
and
that
congress
today's bourse. While the
i
In Nicaragua in the recent revolution
held by the Keighley company.
The
sat under the'doroe of the capitol."
POISON DEN RAIDED
leaders are filling the Chauvinist effect of the
i
when
to
were
American troops
called on
agreement is declared
Representative Fitzgerald attacked to
Pueblo, Colo., Fe' 8. Mr. and Mrs.
press with indignant denunciations be "to perpetuate and extend a monopen a railroad and engage th
Underwood
and
Democratic
Leader
toM.
J.
of
and
Sazonoff
were
arrested here
of Foreign Minister
Proper
rebels In battle.
opoly of the shoe machinery industry
day, charged with the illegal sale of Chairman Henry ot the rules comRussian diplomacy in betraying the in the United Shoe
comThere has been sharp criticism ia
Machinery
of
remainder
mittee
the
for
allowing
Detectives
morphine and cocaine.
Slav cause and placing the Interests
of this government's inter- New Jersey."
of
congress
pany
raided the quarters occupied by the the session to be taken up by measof Europe higher than those of Rusference in the Niearaguan revolution,
are the defendants In the
Following
no
ures
which
know
have
"they
Propers and confiscated a large quanbanquet, which the suit: United Shoe
sia, the
but it is said President Taft and Sec- - j
comMachinery
chance of being passed."
tity of drugs.
police forbade on February 1 because pany,
rotary Knox are firmly convinced or
Boston;
Company,
Keighley
be"Nobody expects this bin to
the leading part to be played by a
their right to use American forces J
Inc., Vineland, N. T.; S. W. Winslow,
some
come
so
Is
it
a
function
up
law;
brought
'
high Russian official at the
P. Hudd, NewOrleans.
Edward
Mass.;
members may have an opportunity for the protection of United States
would
have given Austria just
citizens
and
whenever
WALDO
a
PURSUES HIS
property
ton, Mass.; Charles Percy Keighley,
to fool the public, " he declared.
grounds for protesting, is to be held William Bottoniley
state of anarchv exists In Central f
and
Keighley
of
CarPou
Representatives
tomorrow.
America or the established govern- Charles Keighley of Vineland, N. J.
POLICE PROOIil olina, and Clayton of Alabama,
It is announced that speeches virment
fails to do so.
the rule. Ilopublican Lender
ulently against Austria and condemTreasurer
Is
Concern
Legal.
Says
Mann denounced it as an effort to
natory of the Russian foreign office
Boston, Feb. 8. Treasurer Louis A. SAYS HE WILL SUSPEND OFFIAraujo Out of Danger.
the public. Referring to
are to be delivered.
San
Salvador,
Republic of Salvador,
Coolidge of the United States Shop
CERS IF PURCELL'S STORY
Representative Henry as "the attorot Salvador,
Feb'
Issued the follres,dont
company
Machinery
next
of
and
TRUE.
IS
the
cabinet,"
ney general
Attack on Scutari.
lowing statement relative to the govof rreaident- - Dr. Manuel K, Araujo, Is now conS.
representative
Feb.
personal
Podgoritza, Montenegro.
suit filed against the comu.o
ernment
anK.T
oul
i.o.u
M,lerlu
He
New York, Feb. 8. Police Commisdeclared the rules
elect Wilson,'
A general attack by the combined
mmU ,,,fUctci1 on bim on F,,,nw''
pany:
sioner Waldo today took up the lead commute chairman apparently was
Montenegrin and Servian armies was
4 h" a
assassin.
bill reof
the
"The
subject
matter
opened by the aidermnuic investiga- leading an inspired effort, to prevent
opened on the Turkish fortress of lates
to contract by the Keighley com- tion of police
;
bills
of
and
consideration
the
,
appropriation
began
graft
Scutari at 10 o'clock this morning.
pany, owner of patents on an
investigation ot charges made by so they might go over to the special
King Nicholas or Montenegro is perLITTLE RED WAGONS
trimming macnine whereby they gave James Purcell, a veteran gambler, session of congress.
j
sonally directing the operations.
United Shoe Machinery company
the
on
now
four
the
Seragainst
captains
The allied .Montenegrin and
Washington, IVli. S. A nniiun-wha right to lease this machine but re- force. On the
strength of Pnf cell's
vian artillery did effective work, sil
use
of red paint la to be roa.la Immk
served to themselves the right to sell unsupported story, said Waldo, he
EOXING IN ILLINOIS.
encing a Turkish buttery on Muselim j the machine.
dlatfcly by the ixistofflee 6Vi'avU;u:i;t
would do nothing, but if his investireHill. The infantrv followed up the
Chicago, Feb. 8. Politicians
which proposes to put itj fpul; End
"It is a Perfectly legitimate concorroborated the gambler's turning today from the Inauguration
gation
bombardment by storming the hill at
spaa condition all vehiei. s ;l tiu colwas
and
under
the patent law
charges he would suspend the offi- of Governor Dunne, said the outlook lection or delivery of mall, IVsiaaa-the point of the bayonet, driving the tract
comthe
for
by
counsel
cers. The police captains Purcell was favorable for passing a boxing ter Genera! Hitch.--.; ick
Turk out of their work and captur- approved was
today crGm-- x
made on the solicitapany. It
charged with receiving tribute for bill at the present session ot the general Inspection mad.) cf the wap-on- s
ing the position.
tion of the Kelghlpy company."
establishprotecting his gambling
legislature.
and Rultminti let, in
j.hiori'ees..
ments are Patrick J. Cray, brother-in-laChicago followers cf pugilism are
Where, horses ate
"1
perta v.'!'
OLD RIVERMAN DEAD
the
AN INVALIDS VOTE,
F.
of Charles
Murphy,
confident they will have boxing ia a bo called upon to
liiov ar
that
V;,!
'
Leavciiwo) Hi, Kan., Fb,
Curnun City, ;ev., Kfrb. S l.'ufa- Tammany leader; and. Captains Mar- - Eliort time.
They have been Quirt
fii action, er
!!iTrewsi-- i
of
old, Din;
Otfcprs In their ffor3 to havo the "lid lift ance, in
);!
jiy y.ilh j, l ii ro' iilry law an1 lens, Maude and Cochrane.
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O' IliH
of till! MS 'tiOUli
lire to longer on the ed," and in the framing ot a V,
opportunity were he tnenttoiif-srrvkT: for the me: '
r
Ii
livor hiid I, now I) a "A'ffiiini!" Joist,
of Dii-- ! force.
;,f
to bo Hi L,
The run.iia
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Hi i
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LIKELY TO STOP

IKES

NOT

OPTIC, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY
PLAN

MARTIAL

OR

DA-IL-

BY ASSASSINS.

LAW MAY of Kansas City, Feb. 8. Two charges A LACK
slugs tired through a knot hole
in a bill board by an unknown assassin caused the death here early
of Baldasero Benenati ana
today
probably the iatal wounding ot Bal- dasero's brother, Giacomo, Italian la
AT
borers.
Residents of the Italian quarter,
where the murder occurred, would
MOUNTAIN DISTRICT OF WEST tell the police nothing, and the of- EUROPEAN NATIONS REFUSE TO
ficials, unable to find any motive
VIRGINIA IS DISTURBED
LOAN FUNDS. TO THE BAL-'
for the shooting, said they believed
V
BY A STRIKE.
KAN ALLIES.
!
;
the brothers had' been mistaken ly
the assassins for other persons.
MONTENEGRO IS THE FiEST
SHERIFFS POSSE SURROUNDED
WILSCON GREETS TAFT.
Washington, Feb. 8. President- ATTEMPT OF LITTLE COUNTRY
SOLDIERS MAY BE OBLIGED TO
elect Wilson's secretary, Joseph TuGO TO AID OF PEACE
TO FLOAT A LOAN IN
multy, today inspected the White
OFFICERS.
LONDON FAJLS.
House offices. He brought a personal .mec.suge of greeting from the
to Mr. Taft and said
president-elec- t
A BIG
RIOTING BEGAN YESTERDAY
VICTORY REPORTED
WHETHER

Dally lUxlm

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FREQQ LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

VOL'. XXXIV.

BE

n l-

TflkTAKF

luiuiiLi unit!
IN GA1

h

f

ROCKEFELLER
Brunswick, Ga.,

BETTER
Feb. 8. William
Rockefeller was reported to be little,
ii any, improved this morning after
his breakdown yesterday while he was
NO

being questioned by Chairman Pujo
of the house money trast committee.
HOME CHANGES MANAGEMENT
Washington, Feb. 8. A bill transferring control of the Pacific branch
of the National Volunteer Soldiers'
home at Santa Monica, Calif., to the
war department was passed by the

senate today.

UNANIMOUS VERDICT

CONSEQUENTLY ,TWP MEN ACCUSED OF FRAUD WILL GET A
NEW TRIAL
New York,

Feb.

8.

The

ju-b- an

"

JURY FAILS TO REACH
A

I

aPpro-priayqn-

govern-

ment's case aganst A. L. Wisner and
John J. Myers, indicted for misuse of
the mails to promote oil and mining
properties, resulted today in no verdict. The jury was discharged after
ainly trying for 46 hours to agree.
The trial lasted nine weeks and cost
the government $70,000. Wisner and
Meyers were accused of defrauding in
vestors all over the country of more
than $2,000,000. Their main defense
was that a partner, who went to Europe but later returned to 'be a gov
ernment witness, got most of the
money;

semi-menta-

"in-sea-

j

j

"in-sea-

"Never in all my experience," said
Judge Mack, "have I seen a clearer
case for conviction or damaging eviIt is almost
dence better produced.
incomprehensible to me how any of
these jurors could have stood out all
this time against conviction."
Pending a new trial the defendants
were admitted to ban. The amount
in Myers' case was fixed at $12,500,
in Wisner's case,

SUFFRAGETTES

ACT

AS

j

pan-Slavi-

!

Pan-Sla-

v

s

WOULD

REAL REBELS

I

"flim-flam-

THEY CUT TELEGRAPH LINES IN
ENGLAND AND CONTINUE TO
WRECK WINDOWS

"

8T

i

;

Militant sulrran-- .
etuis destroyed many valuable plants
and did other damage reaching a total
of $5,000 in the pot house of the Kew
horticultural gardens during the early
hours this morning. Thus they developed another part of their plan of
campaign to force the government to
give the vote to women.
It Is believed a number of women
hid themselves in the gardens over
night, for this rimming long before
the day staff came on duty, It was
foun that a large number of rare or
chids had been uprooted and scattered in all directions. Thirty panes of
glass were broken.
The window smashing raids cunt
in IXMidon today. The posscnil an- Ltheritieg today issued a notice that
s
there would be delays on all
to the north of Kngland as I he
iwuJt of the cutting of th teb erapt)
win lit the provinces by the mffrag-"1I-London,

Feb.

8.

d

Mo-Riain-

!

j

-

i

j

-

'"---

j

!

),i-i-

fv.-o-

eitl.-j.;'-

f-

ill

uore scare of floggings and other

m rriitai

I

t.

Mr. Fuller found that the labor of
the Indians is secured by a system
of i eonae based on advance of merchandise. Although payment is made
for this labor, it is declared to be

fnrcA
noimng more nor ma mau
j bor.
The temptation to abuse is imIminent and strong, especially since
the white staff Is offered a bonus for
He reaches the conclusion
OF THE vigilance.
RESIDENTS
UNHAPPY
the remoteness o2
IN
PERU
considering
DISTRICT
PUTUMAYO
that,
the country and the poor quality of
ARE HELD AS SLAVES
the rubber, it is unlikely to make the
without hard treatment
Washington. Feb. 8. A twentieth enterprise pay
Indians.
Although large numcentury story of Anglo Saxon explo- of the
the
have been killed,
Indiana
of
bers
Indians,
itation of South American
and some have escaped into the South
heartless
of
narrative
as
a
rivalling
American jungle, the output of lubcruelty tales which have come down
ber has increased despite the decrease
laid
was
old
from the
Spanish captains,
bare today in a special state depart- in native pouulation. With government report which President Taft mental machinery absent, Mr. Fuller
transmitted to congress. The present is of the opinion that, should the rub
dav victims of mediaeval system of ber corporation cease its activities
barbarous oppression are the Indian the Indians would fall to no better lot
tribes of the Putumayo district in at the hands of freebooting expediPeni. It is shown in the report that tions and slave raiders.
Mr. Fuller finds the ancient, eep- these helpless people have been drivattitude of the white popularooted
lash
en to their death before the
weilded by the Peruvian Amazon com- tion toward the Indian is a formidable
to be overcome in any solupany, an Knglish concern which works obstacle
of
tion
the
Amazon
problem presented. While
the
fields
in
upper
the rubber
professing not to approve cruel and
country.
Little hope for the relief of the long inhumun treatment, the whites generbeen
Buffering Indians is held out in the ally regard the Indian as having
use and
report, for the Putumayo region is re- created' by Providence for the
mote from the seat of Peruvian gov- benefit of the superior race. This aternment and Stuart I. Fuller, Ameri- - titude of the people has found concan consul at lqultos, Peru, who made crete expressions in the universal
of peonage, an old institution,
the investigation, finds that the
establish-rubbe- r
csty on justice which exists in thewhih Mr. Fuller found well
basis
law
and
the
ed.
by
recognized
section is entirely in the hands
t
of the rubber company's section chiefs. upon which the rubber business
most
rests,
entirely
is the Putumayo country's remoteDebt is declared to have been the
ness from the Peruvian capital, from
all governmental authority that has j chain with which the Indian has heel
left the natives entirely at the mercv fettered. By being encouraged to bu)
of the company, according to the re-- more imported goods than they could
port The Andes form an almost ini-- i ever hope to pay for, they have been
passable barrier to the westward. reduced to what Consul Fuller found
world: was virtually slavery. As claims are
while, to reach the outside
through the Atlantic ocean, river craft1 transferable, the person of the debtor
must traverse almost the entire 3,300 being transfered to the new creditor,
miles of the Amazon. Railroads are the Indians and their famines reauy
unknown and no highways exist are bought and sold. Families pass
worthy of the name. In this far away on indebtedness from generation to
While Mr. Fuller found
corner, with no means of appeal or generation.
that
the company had mendcredence
the
were
Indians
at
the
held
redress,
mercy of the company's overseers. ed its ways to some extent he saw
that
"When they failed to bring in a tcj' much unauestionable evidence
sufficient to satisfy the demands o cruelties still are practiced.
All the while that Consul Fuller was
the overseers, flogging, mutilation, and
sometimes death followed, it Is as- attempting to get at the facts in the
serted. Several of the overseers are rubber field sluation, it is declared,
declared to have admitted that they his steps were dogged by the comhad put Indians and even white labor- pany's agents, making it difficult for
ers in stocks for minor offenses. Many him to obtain any information but
of the Indians whom Mr. Fuller saw. such as it was desired he should pro
.
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HEN

trav-sste-

al-I-

j

j

1

cure. The Indians, who were friendly
enough and willing to talk through an
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
interpreter, are said to have cowered
and lapsed into silence whenever the
vigilant overseers approached.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8 The men
Although the company against which
who
guide the studious minds of the
still
the charges of cruelty are laid
is in control of the Indians, Consul youth of the etate are meeting this
Fuller hopes ultimately for mitigatkl afternoon at the capital in response
of their suffering through the efforts to a request from Governor McDonald
of Presient Billinghurst, who, since he The object of their visit here is to
assumed the leadership of the Peru ftirnish various senate committees
vian government, has shown by acts with exact information about the ac- and ,.Hrai.A that Ma
iw wmild tivities of each lnstittuion of learn- be vigorous regarding the Putumayo ing in Xew Mexico. The educators
He believes that before brought with them much of this inques,tino.
formation on typewritten slips, showlong drastic measures will be taken
to end forever all forms of abuses ing the number of students, their
&& an time they entered or
committed against the defenseless na.mlcu- UC4""
whom
hei
of
the Putumayo,
tives
There was no meeting this fore
found to be not wild, and untamable
noon as the men of learning awaited
childand1
hut mild, docile, inoffensive
the arrival of Dr. Garrison, presilike, aB described by Sir Roger Caseof the New Mexico College of
dent
ment. British consul general at Rio
and Mechanic Arts, from
Agriculture
sitthe
de Janeiro, who investigated
Mesilla
Park.
uation In 1910.
Report Submitted.
It was the disclosures made in Sir
Printed copies of the report of the
the
influenced
that
Roger's report
board of regents of the New Mexistate department to order the inves co
Normal University to the goverrenow
tigation which Consul Fuller
nor were given out this morning. The
ports.
covers sixteen typewritten
Sir Roger found that among other report
and contains a vast amount of
pages
things the Peruvian Amazon company information. The introduction and
imported 200 Barbados men who upon recommendations
may be of general
their arrival in the rubber district,
Interest.
were armed with Winhcester rifles
The introduction is:
and sent into the jungle to capture
December 16, 1912.
and enslave Indians dwelling along the
"The
Honorable
W. C. McDonald,
upper Amazon tributaries. The Brit"Governor of New Mexico,
ish consul found that in the exercise
"Santa Fe, New Mexico.
of this illegal compulsion, the Indians
"Sir: In compliance with your rewere murdered, flogged and otherwise
quest dated November 8, 1912, for a
tortured, the company, through its detailed report of the transactions of
agents, forcing the Barbados men ac- the New Mexico Normal University,
tively to participate in the atrocities we
beg to submit the following:
in ol der to compel the helpless natives
"The New Mexico Normal Univer
to scour the forests and bring in India
sity was created by aa act of the
rubber upon their backs from the re- Territorial
Legislature in 1893 under
mote districts. The Barbados men in the name
of the New Mexico Normal
turn complained of harsh treatment School of
Las Vegas. October 3, 1898,
accorded them by agents higher, up, it
its work with a faculty of
began
who deprived them of food as a means
four and an enrollment of ninety- to compel them to drive the Indians to
three students. In 1859 the legisla
further extremes. The entire plan of ture
changed its name to the New
operations seemed to be based on a Mexico Normal University and ensystem of oppression from the highest larged its field of work.
to the humblest in the employ of the
"Section II of Article 12 of the concompany, which is declared to to have stitution of New Mexico adopts and
wielded always an iron hand from the confirms) the New Mexico Nornnal
far away London office.
University as a state institution.
"The recommendations are
"We recommend that a department
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS for the training of third grade teachers be established.
Your druggist will refund money if
"We request that an appropriation
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
of $20,000.00 be made for each year of
or
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
the biennial period, that an additional
f'rotruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
made be erected.
building
Hongs in every home. Adv.
"We ask permission to purchase
directly or by condemnation, the
property needed' for expansion.
"We ask for an annual appropriation of thirty thousand dollars.
"We urge the submission of a constitutional amendment, giving the educational institutions a definite mill-tafor support.
submitted: F. E.
. "Respectfully
tt,
!.
M.
W. Browne, secre:
president;
f r f
t
i
tary; Charles Ilfeld, Eugenio Romero,
John D. W. Veeder.
Water Application.
A water application was filed in
the office of the state engineer's office as No. 735, by Walter Graul, of
Santa Fe, for the flood waters from
Wilson Arroyo to irrigate by direct
diversion forty acres of land.
-

CURTAIN WILL RISE AT 9 O'CLOCK

FOR BENEFIT OF THE MERCHANTS

dom of Richelieu was established for
Cardinal Richelieu, and at his death
passed to his grandnephew, Jean
de Vigneret, who was the father of the famous Marshal Due de

Vice

Marshall

Is Coming.

President-elec-

t

Thomas

Monday, February 17, 1913.
With assurances of my esteem,
Believe me to be,
yours to command,
THOS. D. MARSHALL.

it

MISS WISE BECOMES A DUCHESS
Baltimore, Md.,Fdb. 8. Aft internaromance reached its culmina-

tional
tion today

In

the ceremony at the

in this

citywhi)l

made MIsb

Pouglaa Wise, dauKhtor of
bride
Mrs. FiBdP.rltdt .May Wise the
French
a
Rlchiolleii.
do
Due
nf the
offldat- nobleman, Cardinal Gibbons
Eleanor

rfivenionr. which was follow
ana re- ert by a wedding breakfast
f
the f.trifford Hotel.
..(
the Wise
The bride is a, member of
was
father
Her
family of Virginia.
May
th
i:,tA Commander Frederick
THRONE hOOM SCENE FROM "G RAU STARK,"
Win V S. X.. who toolt part in the
.. .. ,.,! 1,1 (h tiTi.r nnriuine in
Toi.il t nt ft o'clwk tW Mtthii of hnibon. "UrniiHtaik" k tin- untne of
one of tlio hM works of
Will i'll'i
Umtkn
Umican
i"i-tbf
.Mni.a.rs Imncan China. He di.-- in Yokohama in 1901
win
i)h
tho iifOfliunion. It is a namo wliii-lm(jdTn
of one of tlio
Th .in'.- .- In tii"
nil
iijoii !) fi ' '. n f wtr;. h
ani Hn.wiic ftimwnn-- that tli;re Im
imov,'!
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i he xiro'twlloti
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Special Engagement of the flost Popular Romantic Play on the American Stage

The United Plsxy Co. (Inc.)
PRESENT GRACh HAY WARD'S

VERIFY IT

The Proof Is In East Las Vegas, Almost at Your Door.
The public statement of an East Las
Vegas citizen Is in itself strong proof
for East Las Vegas people, hut confirmation strengthens the evidence.
Here Is a East Las Vegas citizen,
who testified years ago that Doan's
Kidney Pills relieved .weak kidneys
and now states the result was permanent Can any sufferer from kidney ills ask better proof? You can
investigate. The case Is right at

r--

I

Hfe-

-

7

ir rrnii- rrnriB
rt
Qiriliii
A Blood Bubbling Heart Leading
Story of Love
and Adventure In a Whirlwind of Surprising
Scenes.
luMTT

home.

Jacob Kenestrick, 700 Lincoln Ave-Ea- st
Las Vegas, N. M.f eays: "My
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills which
was publicly expressed In a testimonial I gave In their praise two and a
half years ago remains unchanged.
Whenever I have taken Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from the Center
Block Pharmacy, they have brought
relief from kidney complaint I am
glad to give this remedy the praise It
deserves."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the nam- e- Doan's and
take no other. Adv..
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Notable Cast Including Miss Luiszita Valentine
and Hr. Lawrence Evart

Production Complete to the flinutest Detail

PRICES

-

50c-Sl.00.-Sl.5-

G

Seals Ready Tuesday, Feb. 4 at Murphey's Drug Store

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEOAS OPTIC

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

v

7irry

J. M. Cunningham. President

Frank Sprlngw,

t.

jiJ

&k

y

)D. T. Hosklns, Casslei

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Migoel National Bank
Wm. G. UaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasure'
Vice

Interest PaJd on Deposits

R.

Santa Fe, N. M.
My Dear Sir:
I acknowledge' with due appreciation the certified copy of the Joint
resolution Inviting me t address the
legislature of your state.
Will you kindly convey my thanks
to the legislature for this distinguished honor, and sa'y that while I can
not attempt a formal address, I will
gladly talk for a few minutes upon

i'-c-

u

Marshall will address the New Mexico legislature Monday, February 17.
This news was conveyed by the
following letter addressed to the sec
retary.of state, the Hon. Antonio Lucero
Scottville, Ariz., Feb. 4. 1913.
Hon. Antonio Lucero.

X
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Opera House

Richelieu.. The mother of the present duke was Miss Alice Heine, daughter of Michael Heine, a banker of New
Orleans. After the death of the second Due de Richelieu she became the
vife of Prince Albert of Monaco, hut
was later parted from him by a judicial separation.
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at ttake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

t Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

LA3 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

San Juan, Porto Eico, Feb. 8. lfl
order to participate ia the 400th anniversary of the creation, of the first
Catholic diocese in the New World
and the same anniversary of the arrival of the first Catholic bishop in
the Americas, Cardinal Farley of
New York, and Archbishop Blenk of
New
Orleans, who was formerly
the
bishop of Porto Rico, are among
who
States
United
the
from
prelates
will come to Porto Rico for the
church celebration which will be
from February 2 to 27.
together with Bishop Norris of
liittie Rock, Ark., and Bishop Gunn
of Natchez, Miss., Cardinal Farley
and Archbishop Blenk will sail from
New York Saturday, February 15. An
invitation has been extended to all
Catholic bishops in the United
States to attend the anniversary ceremonies. The last day of the anniversary there will be a public demonstration in connection with the Third
Insular Fair.
The diocese of Porto Rico is the
oldest Catholic diocese in the Americas and was erected by Pope Julius
II in 1511. Bishop Alonzo Manso,
the first bishop to reach the New
discovered by Columbus,
World)
reached Porto Rico in 1D13. He died
in 1539 and his body was buried In
the cathedral in San Juan, where the
remains of many of the fifty bishops
of the diocese have been deposited.
This cathedral marks the1 site of the
mother church in the Americas, and
while much of the present building
is modern, parts of it date back to
early in 1600.
will officiate at
Cardinal
the first of the anniversary cerecelmonies, a solemn hih mass to be
ebrated Sunday morning, February
Jay, Monday,
23.
The following
officiate at a
wnl
Blenk
Archbishop
of
special service, when the remains
first
governor
the
Ponce de Leon,
of Porto Rico, who died In his quest
for the fountain of youth, will be
placed in a crypt in an elaborate
monument erected in the cathedral.
counMany churchmen from other
anniin
tic
to
participate
tries are
versary ceremonies, including Cardinal Almarez ot Seville, Spain, who
was elevated to the cardinalate with
Cardinal Farley a little more than a
year ago; Bishop Estrada of Havana,
Cuba; Archbishop Bernada of Santiadel
go, Cuba; Bishop Ruiz of Pinar
Rio, and Bishop Aureio of Cienfuegos,

!

Cuba.

Archbishop Adolfo Nouel of Santo
who was recently chosen
of
that country, has sent
president
word to Eishop Jones of PorD Rico,
that his duties as president will prevent him from coming to San Juan.
Through one of his priess President
Nouel, who still remains head of the
church in Santo Domingo, he has advised Bishop Jones that if he left
Dominican soil for eight days there
would be another revolutionary
Domingo,

out-brea-

the United
in
age with the
States can compare
diocese of Porto Rico. While St
Augistine, Fla., was an established
community and had a church in 1565,
yet it- did not become a diocese until
1 S70.
The first diocese in the United
States was that of Baltimore, which
was created in 1789. New Orleans
became the next diocese in 1793,
while New York, Boston and Philadelphia were created as sees in 1S0S,
and are the next oldest.
With the coming of this anniversary celebration many Interesting
bits of church history have been dug
up from old records.
As far back as 1533 the high cost
of living seems to have been a prob-jt'i- n
that tha( first bishop in the
Americas reckoned with, for the old
records show that be ordered prepared a report on "the sin of usury
and of buying and selling at inordinate prices." At the same time, records show that "Bishop Manso
that a decree be rend in the
cathedral in San Juan exhorting usurers to go to confession within a
certain period of time, that they
hi&
might receive from the bishop or
for
medicine
r
salutary
thxh- spiritual malady. Should any
be rebellions, he must be reported."
And only a little later the church
records show ttiat there was a sugat
tariff that Bishop Rodrtgo Hastidas,
Manso,
succeeded
who
Bishop
thought needed revising so badly
that, he wrote to the Spani.u crown,
saying:
"The new impost upon sugar will
cause depression In business, which
is already suffering. Let the impost
he suppressed. This was in 1544.
Ia the same letter to the Spanish
BOvereUJi Bishop Bastidas wrote:
"It would be convenient to establish in this bishopric a school of
None of the dioceses in

d

vlcnr-proviso-

-

pru miliar."

He reported other affairs In Porto
IU-tu thr c:j"'!i i:. '.?: '.t.t a fin

red-lette-

ancial depression aDout that period,
wrote.
"Work on the cathedral has been
suspended owing to tne scarcity of
funds and we beg you to give an
alms.

"The employees of the treasury attend, I believe, to their work well, but
there is so little to oo that four are
too many and two would suffice, viz.:
The treasurer and tne auditor.
"I have inspected the Fortaleza
and Morro Castle
They are good
forts, but there is need oi some ar
tillery."
The Fortaleza is the present residence of the governor of Porto Rico,
whiie Morro Castle was one of the
fortifications fired on by Admiral
Sampson in 1S98. It still stands in
an excellent state of preservation.
Records recently found give the
location of many oiu crypts under the
cathedral in San Juan. One of these
proved to bp the burial place of
Bishop de Solis, who died in 1641. Of
this bishop the records say that he
entered the priesthood after the
death of his wife and that he had
"both performed and received all the
sacraments of the cnurch." His
death followed a pilgrimage through
the diocese during which it is recorded he baptised 10,000 Indians.
Old church documents 6how that
the present bishop s palace was purchased In 1738 by Bishop Sebastian
Lorenzo Pizarro, who "spent 4,000
pesos in repairs.'
, Paris, Feb. 8. San Marino, the
smallest independent state in Europe
the confines of the country are so
restricted that the army has never
fired one piece of artillery for the
reason that the projectiles would invade foreign soil has just elected
its rulers for the next constitutional
period. The election took place at
about the time that France elected
M. Poincare to succeed M. Fallieres
to the presidency of France, but it
was attended with no excitement, no
campaigning and practically no uncertainty, and San Marino will now
continue with its new regents for a
space of six months, when the' next
election takes place.
The grand council of San Marino,
composed of sixty members, elect the
two rulers who preside over the destinies of the state under the title of
captains regent The regents are
chosen by the council without their
having even to go through the formality of announcing their candidacy.
San Marino has existed as a sovereign indepent state since the first
dawn of modern history. Its army
will never trouble tne peace of
consisting as it does of a dozen
carbiniers and a few customs house
examiners. The state, which lies between two provinces of Italy, has a
population of about 10,000 people and
an area of 38 square miles. The cannon which Is never fired for fear of
international complications, rests in
peace in the courtyard oi the government house.
Ku-rop-

of
M. Poincare, the president-elec- t
France, will depart from the customary seclusion of French presidents
and accept freely such private invi
tations as he may desire.
The etiquette has been that tue
president confine his social life to a
small circle of intimate personal
friends and to vast official entertainments given by himself and paid
for out of the $120,000 allowed for
that purpose by the government. M.
Poincare sees no reason, he says, to
live the secluded life of a monarch

THIS

LADY'S
G00D

APPETITE

Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From
Tells Hew She Gained It

Me,

Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for sercn
years, with womanly trouble," writes
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen in a letter from
this city. "I felt weak and always had
a headache and was always going to
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
and felt better, but soon I had the
same trouble.
My husband asked me to try CarduL
felt better after the first bottle, and
now, 1 have a good appetite and sleep
well. I feel fine, and the doctor telli
me I am looking better tlian ha ever
saw me."
If you ar el and miserable, and
suffer from any of the pains due to
womanly trouble try CarduL
Cardul Is successful because It li
composed of Ingredients that have been
found to act curatlvely on the womanly constitution.
For more than E'ty years. It has been
used by women of all apes, with great
uccess. Try It Your druggist sells it
X
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or to deprive himself of instructive
C."miTC Tft tri
and pleasant social Intercourse with
New York, Feb. 8. The seven days
his fellow men, and he will do beginning today will form a
r
neither.
week for the Boy Scouts of America,
The week has been set aside for the
TO
There is no center where the dis- celebration of the third anniversary
appearance of the war cloud would of the introduction of the movement
be received with greater pleasure Into this country, a meeting of the
than in Paris. Ever since September national council will be held in this
the shadow of the Balkan complica- city attended by delegates from many
Our shareholder take pride in the following record. - - They made it.
tions, and then the actual operations states. The observance of the anniDate
No. of Shareholders
Amt Subscribed
of war, have influenced trade and versary, however, will not be confined MANY AUTHORITIES THINK
22
February 17th
(started with)
30,000.(()
:
March
29th
weeks
..
480
reason
commerce adversely. The
is to any one place. The chief celebra(two
later)
BILL IS UNCON" 120,00o'oo
16th
....1346
months
April
(two
old)
205,980.00
the sensitiveness of the market, in- tions will be held next
STITUTIONAL
Wednesday
1686
May 17th
(three months)
220J72.97
separable from furs and furbelows evening, when all the scouts of thp
June 17th
1905
(four months)
254,327.14
17th
2852
satins
and
(five months)...
359 673 85
feathers, silks,
jewelry, country, at promptly 9 o'clock, will get
Washington, Feb. 8. In accordance July
17th
.3084
August
,.. (six months)
397,338.62
which constitute the basis of Frencn together in their
respective councils with an agreement reached In the September 17th
3512
(seven months)
449,318.62
industry. Prosperity is great, but it and give the scout salute and repeat early part of last month, the October 17th
4588
592,119.62
...(eight months)
November 17th
is a prosperity dependent on fasnion the motto and oath of their
4779
(nine months)
606,500 42
organiza t'niu-- States senate on Monday will December 17th
4946
(ten months)
624,141.67
and its changes, and hence is subject tion. Greetings from the national decide the fate of the Sheppard-Ken- 5081
January 17th
655,995.42
(eleven months)
to constant iiuctiMtions.
session in this city will be read to yon bill, which prohibits the shipment
By midnight, Monday February 1 7th, we will number nearly SIX THOUSAND genuinely active,
i .
A sign of better times. ho
of liquor into states where prohibi
energetic shareholders, and oner $750,000 subscribed capital.
is the immense amount of rebuilding
"The Boy Scouts of America," the tion laws are in effect. The bill, Only sheer merit has
brought nearly FIVE HUNDRED new investors into this Company every
now going on in the city. Old houses name
under which the movement in which will reach its final vote on
moiilh for eleven months, with subscriptions of over $60,000 a month.
are coming down to give place to the United States is
known, waa In- Monday, was originally presented by Monday, the 17lh, ts the last day you can buy our shares at 27b cents. After midnight, they will
showy, new business premises, overbe THIRTY CENTS. You need not pay cash. Startwith 100 shares ($27.50). Pau$135
three
years ago today. Al- Senator Kenyoa of Iowa, and was re
corporated
laid with ornamentation.
or take more If you wish.
monthly ready there are upwards of 300,000 ported favorably from the judiciary
This activity in bricks and mortar members distributed
senate.
250
In
local
its prescommittee of the
among
in the center of the town is proof councils in as
many cities throughout ent form it provides that any state
of the Parisian's reluctance to inhabit the United States. The national or- shall have full control over
liquors
the suburbs. There is practically no
is maintained by public which have been shipped in interstate Table of Monthly Payment for 22 Months.
ganization
See table for monthly
building going on in the districts out- subscriptions. Any boy over 12 years commerce from the moment of their i 1.25 Monthly buys 100 shares, total cost $ 27.50
2.50 Monthly buys
200 shares, total cost
55.00
side the city walls. Until the great of
3.,5 Monthly buys
300 shares, total cost
82.50
age is eligible to become a scout arrival within the borders of that
payments. Be
5 00 Monthly buys
new avenues are pierced, uniting cen110.00
4(0 shares, tola ccst
6.23 Monthly buys
The movement has adapted itself not state.
500 shares, total cost
U7.50
that order is mailed
tral with external Paris, the Parisian
U50 Monthly buys 1,000 shares, total cost 275.00
Few questions that have engaged
ocly to the wealthy classes, bnt to
18.75 Monthly buys J, 500 shares, total cost
412.50
refuses to leave the light and warmth
2a.00 Monthly buys 2,0ifl shares, tatal cost
550.00
before midnight Monthe boys of the slums, the newsboys the attention of congress in recent
3I.2d Monthly buys 2.500 shares, total cost
67.50
of the city. Versailes, St Germain, and to
62.30 Monthly buys 5,0o0 shares, total cost 1.175.00
boys alike. There are years have occupied more of the
foreign
St Cloud and other suburban centers many cities now so thoroughly or time of the committees of the two lio.00 Monthly buys 10,000 shares, total cost 2750.00
day, February 17th.
make little progress in population,
ganized that every phase of boy life houses, and have brought to this city SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
HOME BUILDERS
whilst Paris grows denser every day
in the community is being reached by more men and women from all parts
Lo Angcle Offices, 410 W. 6th Street
to
build
of
the
reason
tendency
by
scout activities.
of the country to nrge it adoption, or
T
V
my,..l..,J
Jl,
'
- J
upward in the American style. If it
f,4ei fe.W"
,!.
William H. Taft is the to oppose it than this bill, which inPresident
were not for the building laws Paris
of the organiza- volves some highly intricate and im
would grow skyscrapers of its own honorary president
n
The receipts of the American
tion In the United States and Colonel portant constitutional questions. This eontain the elements of the proposias high as the Eiffel tower. The detion
that
commerce
interstate
of
Labor
have
be
from
may
grown
Theodore Roosevelt is the honorary problem is not new, but has occupied
sire is there, as well as the temperavice president
The
active
off and on interfered with either by congress or $174, in 18S1, ta $207,373X0 in 1912.
of
attention
the
congress
president
for
ment to tear down the old; but
by the state in the transportation of
A modern Chinese trade union has
is Colin H. Livngstone of Washington, for many years.
the moment authority still restrains D.
products that axe not subject to such recently been fcrmea In Shanghai by
chief
scout
the
is
and
was
the
Ernest
before
When
the
C,
question
the extreme efforts of the innovators.
the famous traveler judiciary committee several years ago inhibition as has been imposed by about 3,000 goldsmiths and silverBut if skyscrapers have not come in Thompson Seton,
and naturalist Among the members the majority of the committee decided congress upon diseased meat, lottery smiths.
the American sense of the word,
The colored waiters or Indianapoli3
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Itself hacks
. The, management
every attempt a,t Christian manhood.
The Central City Branches are centers of brotherhood where you can
get a backing In any battle that's
right. If you are standing alone, you
are either obstinate or insincere.
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Sitting In the village churchyard,
while the children play with flowers
upon the sodded grass, and the slow
gossips saunter past the gate and the
evening sunshine breaks In through
the golden shower of the laburnums
and rests peacefully on the worn headstone, the chiming of the bells trembles through the air like speech of
living voices. What histories of human life have they not witnessed up
In that gray tower among the ivy!
What fears and jealousies, what greed
and passion and awful sins, handed
down In whispers of dark tradition,
have they not rung in and out at
baptism and wedding and funeral!
What mysteries are sealed under
these tombs, but no mysteries to
them! How they have chimed for
every one that is burled round, and
mixed with their thoughts, and wandered with them through other lands,
and come to them in dreams; dying
children have heard them call to
heaven; have lingered sweetly in the
ears of happy brides; lonely fathers
have wept with them for the dead;
the have softened the prodical'a
heart In a far country; they have n;ng
like the voice of peace through the b'a
of battle; they have startled the wicle-ethought and palsied the wicked
hand, and there they peal still, out of
the past into the present, over the
dead and over the living. It Is only a
peal of bells, and we have heard them
a thousand times, and robody thinks
of them; but yet all this, crti a great
deal more Is in them. William F.
Stevenson.
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art and more

of an exact science

witn an tiectric couee Percolator. Not
onlv is nercolation bv elecricitvJ the rio-h-"t
way and the dainty way to brew fragrant
coffee, but it is the economical way
as well. AH the aroma and strength
of the coffee bean is conserved and
you can make coffee right at your table
quickly and easily.

An Electric Percolatoi
is a durable device whose attractiveness

makes an ideal gift of lasting worth.
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Douglas Jerrold's Verdict Will Be Indorsed by Many Who Have Tried
to Read Browning.

fl VALENTINE ":S?

The writings of Robert Browning,
which are in great favor among an
aesthetic few but continue to be
caviar to the general public, probably
received their keenest criticism from
Douglas Jerrold half a century ago.
Jerrold was recovering from a violent
illness when a copy of Browning's
"Sordello" fell Into the hands of the
convalescent. He began to read;l5ilt
not a complete Idea could he get from
that mystic production. The thought
then struck him that he had lost his
reason during his illness. Filled with
agony, a perspiration burst from his
brow. At that moment his wife entered the room. "Read this, my dear," he
cried out, thrusting the volume into
her hands. After several attempts
to make any sense out of it, as Jerrold related, shareturned it, saying,
"Bother the gibberish! I don't understand a word of it!" "Thank
heaven," exclaimed Jerrold, "then 1
m not an Idiot after all!"
Japanese Embalming.
In the olden days in Japan the master embalmer was successful In securing to posterity a perfectly extraordinary amount of preservation in the
bodies on which he operated. The
Japan Chronicle draws attention to a
case of this nature which has recently come to light in Kobe. The operation of laying out a public park
there included the removal of some
graves of the Aoyama family. Two
graves were opened belonging to old
daimyo who were buried about 200
years ago. The graves consisted of
stone cells with large coffins of wood,
containing Inner coffins of earthenware. On the spaces between the
cell walls and the wooden coffins being opened those present were much
surprised to see that the bodies were
in a state of perfect preservation, having all the appearance of wax figures. The old Amagasaki lords lay In
almost lifelike freshness. Several valuable personal belongings were found
In the graves, Including two long
swords, women's hair ornaments,
boxes for pocket inkstones, gold fam-1yseals, writing brushes, etc. Lon
don Globe.
1
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35.

opportunities were presented for profitable trading and room traders found
little to do.
Amalgamated was the only special
favorite that moved as much, as a
points. Reports that one of the large
eastern trunk lines was preparing for
a strike, owing to thedel ay in adjusting differences with the firemen on
the eastern railways, restricted dealings in stocks of these roads.
The market maintained a firm tone
through the session and such, small
changes as occurred were generally
in the shape of advances., Bonds were
irregular..
The last sales were as follows-.- '
72
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar,

117

bid

d

94.

53.

September

35;

calves $6.509.50;

35;

$10.67;
$10.52;

July

Ribs, May $10.55;

September

M
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andsee them

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Septem
Oats, May
July
New York, Feb. 8. The stock; mar- ber
ket close firm. Speculation was lifePork, May $19.70; July $19.70.
Lard May $10.57; July $10.60;
less and dragged tediously today. Few

103
Atchison
165
Reading
Kit Carson, Boys' Hero.
104y8
Southern Pacific
A notable boys' hero of the last gen161
Union Pacific
eration not entirely forgotten yet was
64
.
...
States
Steel
United
known
Christopher Carson, popularly
108
KenStates
in
United
was
who
born
Steel, pfd....
as Kit Carson,
tucky, December 24, 1809, removed to
Missouri while a child and became a
famous hunter, trapper, scout and InCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
dian fighter. Col, John C. Fremont
Feb. 8. Expected large
Chicago,
used him as a guide in his explorahad a bearish effect
world
shipment
tions' and later he was very serviceable to the government In making today on wheat. Reports from India
treaties with the Indians. During the that drought continued were ignored.'
Civil war he rendered great service to Seasonable weather counted
against
the Union in New Mexico, Colorado the bulls. The opening varied from
and the Indian territory, and was
a shade lower to
up. May started
brigadier general In 18G7. He vis- nt 93
to an adto
94,
unchanged
of
a
ited Washington with deputation
and then fell to 93. The
The Fhllnelphla Nationals are try- Indians, and afterward made a tour vance of
uet
ing to obtain Catcher Dan Howley, of the states with them. Ho died In dose was steady with May
who caught for the Portland, Ore., Colorado May 23, 1868.
higher at
to
team Inst season.
higher at
May corn opened
to
53
54
receded
and
to
Rug Sailing
Shortstop Chapman, who went to
The possible customer You claim The close was steady at 51 for May,,
Clevelnnd from Toledo the lattnr part this is a genuine Turkish rug, do yout
over last night.
The Wily DealerEEt ees true,
of last season, la expected to do blpc
May oats stated a shade oft to a
Zee rug Is very genuine Turk like amount
and reacted to
thlnss with the Naps next season.
up nt 35
brev-otte-

Pff

PHOTOGRAPHIC:

$10.62.
LIVE STOCK

KANSAS CITY

reKansas City, Feb.
ceipts 500, including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $7S.50;
southern steers $78.40; J, southern
cows and' heifers $46.50; native
cews and heifers $48; stackers ftnfl
feeders $5.957.50; bulls $5)6.25

Market 10
Hogs, receipts 1,500.
cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.65
7.80; heavy $7.607.70; packers and
butchers $7.757.85; lights $7.70
7.80; pigs $6.257.25.
Sheep, receipts none. Market steady.
Muttons $4.605.75; lambs $7.90
8; range wethers and yearlings $5.25
7.50; range ewes $3.E

'

Jack Ryan, the former pitcher for
Boston and Cleveland Americans, and
the St. Paul American association
team, has signed with the Los Angeles
club, of tlie Faclflo coast league.

SPECIAL SALE
Of $15.00 - SIS 50 - S20.00

a.rd S25.00

MESr SUITS
fi

r

Your Choice

S11.49

SEE OUR; WINDOW DISPLAY
t

THE

BOXERS.

ish.

The Customer It looks old and
Just see that stain and these
holes I"
The Dealer Tea, madams, Zat ees
to proof. It shows zkt ze rug ees vary
genuine Turkey rug. Look, madame.
stain ess powder
What you call
holes are bullet holes!
burn, and all
Vary genulno Turkey rug, direct from
ze seat of war. Only ninety dollars,
rag-ire-

WARNING
Chilled and wet feet result in congesting the internal organs, and Inflammation of the kidneys and Wad
der, with rheumatic twinges and pain
in back, generally follow. Use Folej
Kidney Pills, They are the best medicine made for all disorders of the kidneys, for Madder Irregularities, and
for backache and rheumatism. They
do not contain habit forming druss.
Tonic In action, quick results. O. G.
Schaefer and lU-- Cross Drug Co.
HEALTH

shipment of STEIN' BLOCH suits we expect in a few days we
are going to close out
I

i'

SUITS WOR.TII UP TO S25.00

Harry Lewis will meet Jack Harrison, middleweight champion of England, in London next month.
Young Shugrue jumped into the top
ranks among the lightweights when
he out;K!nted Loach Cross recently.
II area 7 is the latest date that has
been named for the proposed bout
between Pacify MeFarland and Jack
lulUon.

Adv.

At $11.49

3435.
Despite profit taking, provision
held steady owing to the advance it.
the hog market. First sales ranged
from a shade off to 5 higher with May
$19.67(ffl9.70 to $19.75 for pork;
for ribs.
$10.55 for lard and $10.52
The closing quotations were;

Wheat, May 94; July 32; September 90.
madame.
Ti,e c.Elo;u?r proiujt!;- E'jftens and
Corn, May 54'4; July 55; September
:n the p':",
u
i
.

i

Splendid values offered. A big assortment of all wool
suits in broken sizes.' Jn order to make rrfm for the new

ma-dam-

WITH

western, steers

$6.508; western cows $47.
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AFilNCREASED

Pugh of Wagon Mound is in

today.
A. R. Muesse of Watrous came in
today on business.
Senator J. S. Clark returned this
from Santa Fe.
Louis Ilfeld has returned from San ANNUAL REPORT OF REGENTS
TO GOVERNOR McDONALD IS
ta Fe, where he is attending the legis
ENCOURAGING
lature.

ENROLLMENT

A. T. Myers, representative of thft
Columbia Phonograph company, is in

the city toay.

M. B. Goke, the well known land
man of Sapello, is in the city today
fioin that place.
Walter Vorenberg and Mattehw Cul- ley of Wagon Mound are in the city
on a short visit
Mrs. George Dice will leave tomorrow for an extended visit with her
relatives in Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Astup of Madison, Wis., are new arrivals at St
Anthony's sanitarium.
T. N. Young, representative of the
Arbuckle Coffee company, is In the
city on his- monthly trip.
H. 0. Snider, representative of the
New York Mutual Insurance company,
left for Santa Fe last night.
C. W. McNannell, who has been visiting the Harvey ranch, will leave the
city soon for Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Kauffman of
Navarre, Kans., are spending several
weeks at St. Anthony's sanitarium.
Bert Adams, John Condon, J. C.
Evans and John McNierney of Itociada
came in from that place yesterday.
G. W. Watson of Fon du Lac, Wisconsin, came In this afternoon for a
week's stay. He may locate here.
Rev. Father Callahan, who resides
in Denver, Colo., is here to spend
the winter. He is a patient at St.
Anthony's- sanitarium.
M. H. Smith, employed as operator
for the Santa Fe Railway company at
Optimo, returned this afternoon to
that place.
George Kneal and wife, W. E. Wood
and wife and W. H. Fonster of Lan
sing, Mich., are visitors in the city
today. They are tourists.
Miss Marie Dunn and her father, R.
F. Dunn, will he visitors in the citf
tomorrow. Miss Dunn will spend thl
week with Miss Marguerite. Rudulph
Mrs. Carlton, who has been spending some time visiting her son, Allen Carlton, at St Anthony' sanitarium, has returned to her home In
Kendrlck, Idaho.
G. L. Calle agent of the Wells Fargo
Express company returnen this after
noon to Albuquerque from Denver
where he has been for the past few
ays. He was greete by Las Vegas
friens at tba station.
-

The annual report of the board of
regents of the New Mexico Normal
University to Governor William C.
McDonald shows that the institution
is growing steadily in influence and
strength. The report goes into careful detail in describiig all the activities
of the school and Is full of Interesting
material. The enrollment for 1912 and
1913 is 442, the largest in the history
of the school and an increase over
1911 and 1912 of 19. In 1909 and 1910,
the year before the present president.
Dr. Frank II. H. Robrts, took charge
of the institution, the enrollment was
."

378

During the last year students have
been In attendance from the following counties: San Juan, Rio Arriba,
Taos, Eddy, Union, Mora, San Miguel,
Guadalupe, Quay,, Roosevelt, Chaves
MeKinley," Sandoval, Santa Fe. Bernalillo, Valencia Torrance. Socorro. Lin
coin, Otero, Sierra; and there have
been students'" from "Maryland, Minnesota,
Missouri,,
Michigan,
Kansas,
Nebraska, Illinois, Wisconsin, Colorado, Wyoming,, Ohio, Texas, Oklahoma.
The graduating class of 1913 promises to be the largest in the history of
the schooh' Treaty-fou- r
young men
and women Vill be graduated from the
academic department and 15 from the
normal department. The degree of
master ot jiea'gogy will he conferred
'
upon four students.
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. J. S. Rhodes wishes publicly to
express her thanks to her friends and
neighbors who'so kindly assisted and
consoled her -- during the illness and
death of her motberi Mrs- w- - w- - Raw
lins.
v
-

'Representative Wiltbank, author of
the Pennsylvania Sunday baseball
bill, is 73- years' old, and declares
that he has neyer seen a professional
(baseball game, a horse race of a football game- in Ms life.
-

Umpire' "Two-BitBerhalter, who
officiated in the American association
last Season, has signed with the International league. He will ' takeThe
place of Umpire Jim Murray who goes
to the American association.
s'

George Stallings says that if he
doesn't make good as manager of the
Boston Braves he will retire from the
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it game for good. George is making his
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- third "come back" from the minor
nature Is on each box. 25c.
leagues, as a big league manager.
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Saturday afternoon of last week
La Casa de Romona was the scene of
a "baby party" at which Miss Aurora
Lucero and Miss Mary Mc.Mahon
were the hostesses. Boys werj not
invited and for this reason the "babies" were allowed to dp aa they
pleased, everyone acting like real,
live babies.
When the last baby
the.
dormitory looked'.; like)' 9 "Mother
mi.
Goose"
nursery, - so many Dabies
were there and even the nurses in
attendance had much dU'fieuTly-- ' m
caring for their many charges. The
"babies" and the little girls were
dressed for the part. Calico dresses
were worn by some while others
woie dainty white frocks with big
pink and blue sashes, hair bows and
socks to match, such as the real
"Mary Jane" wears. Childlika, all
the babies carried Teddy Bears, doii.i,
and even a number of milk bottles
with the necessary "bibs" and other
articles to keep the nurses busy
were in evidence.
At 4 o'clock all the babies were
fed, milk and bread being the only
refreshments served. After an hour's
play the children were all given a
big treat of ice cream, cake, cookies
and other dainties. The nurses, acting as judges, decided who the prize
winners were end a rattle for being
the prettiest baby was won by Miss
Frances Myers. A baby bottle for
the best acted vaby was won by Miss
Aileen Rosenthal. A do!l for the
best acted "little girl" was won by
Miss Marie Clement and for bein'j the
pretties "little girl" Miss Ruth Crocker was presented with a bread board
and rolling, pin.
The nurses In charge of the babies
were Mrs. J. E. Copeland, Mrs. Mabel Hall, Mrs. C. A. Bruce, Mrs. P.
H. Purcell, Miss Mary McMahon and
Miss Aurora
Lucero.
The babies
Mills,
present were Miss Madeline
Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Phebe Hart,
Miss
Frances Myers, Miss Marie
Mann, Miss Opal Jones, Miss Marie
Clement, Miss Lucy Clement, Miss
Grace Elliott Miss Mabel Laird, Miss
Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Gladys
Miss Ruth Conrad, Miss Enll
McGeen, Miss Jessie Evans, Miss
Gladys Palmer, Miss Phoebe Russell,
Miss Ruth Crocker, Miss Bertha
Mies Lelia Brown, Miss Ada
McAllister, Miss Faith Beale, Miss
Ethel de Graftenreid, Miss Allie
Thomson and Miss Rose Kellogg.
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Office hours are convenient and employees
obliging and polite. There is much
information and advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to con-.

sult with you if you wish.
Woman's Club Dance
Great Success.
At the armory Tuesday
evening
the members of the Woman's' Club of
Las Vegas were the hostesses at a
sulmcriiition dancing party which was
Bitifeiided by over 200 Las
Vegaans.
the dance was a program affair,
M(s. Anna Simison and Mr. John
Cook furnished a pleasing assortment
of music for the dances.
Between
dances ice cream, cake and lemonade
were served, tickets being sold by a
committee of ladies for these refreshments.
Financiall as well as in every other
way the dance was a great success
and a considerable sum of money
was realized which will go toward
the fund for the building of a sidewalk and road from the Hot Springs
boulevard to the Masonic cemetery.
The finance committee
of the
Woman's Club, composed
of Mrs.
Jefferson Raynolds,
Mrs, Ha-riVan Petten, Mrs. M. Danzinger and
Mrs. Hallett Raynolos, under whose
direction this affair was held, were
ably assisted by the several committees who were as follows: Chairman of ball committee, Mrs. Emma
Kohn; refreshment committee, Mrs.
Charles Spiess, chairman; Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. JCn Stern and
a

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL

.

$106,000.00

OFFICERS
.John W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

Lady Bowlers
Make Good Scores.

!
Brilliant Reception
For the New Rabbi
A happy occasion was the reception
on Thursday evening tendered the
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Landau at
the O. R. C. hall by the members of
Congregation Monteflore.
The evening, enjoyably spent, ended in a
dainty luncheon prepare and served by
Mrs. I. K. Lewis.
The
affairs concluded with several clever
toasts, Mr. Slg Nahm, presient ol the
Monteflore Congregation, acting as
toastmaster.
Those responding
the guests of honor, whose remarks were xeceptionally well choBen,
were Mr. Charles Greenclay and Mr.
Ludwig Ilfeld, trustees of the congregation; Mrs. Emma Kohn, president
of the H. L. B. S.; and Mrs. Cecilio
Rosenwald.
It Is the opinion of all
who have met Dr. and Mrs. Landau
that not only Congregation Monteflore
but the entire community is to be
congratulated upon the acquisition of
so delightful a woman as Mrs. Landau and so erudite a man a Rabbi

Mr. Iden Hostess
to her Bridge Club
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Clarence
Iden entertained the Friday Afternoon
Bridge club, adding several tables to
the regular number in honor of Mrs.
A. J. Thull of Watrous. The prize
winners for the afternoon's play were
Mds. C. H. Schirmer and Mrs. Charles
Behringer. Following Bridge dainty
refreshments were served, the table
being tastefully decorated iu carnations and Marguerites. Those present
were Mrs. A. J. Thull of Watrous,

"Ladies
Wednesday
afternoon,
Day," which is now a well established weekly social event, was observed
at the Elks' home. A number of Elk
ladies and their friends visited the
homelike club during the afternoon,
spending their time in playing cards
and pool and in bowling. Considerable interest was shown !n the bowling and a number of good scores
were made, Miss Lorna Johnson having a total of 122 pins tor one string,
which, for a novice at the gime, is
an exceptionally good score. Other
Mrs. H. W. Goelitz, Mrs. Stephen Powgood scores made were Mrs. W, C.
ers, Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Mrs.
Dennis, 92 pins; Mrs. Louise Scott,
H. Gibson, Mrs. Byron T. Mills, Mrs.
112 pins; Miss Opal Jones, 102 pins;
Mrs. C. S. Losey.
Lemonade comGeorge A. Fleming, Mrs. C. L. M.
mittee, Mrs. William Rosenthal and Mrs. L, C. Witten, 90 pins.
Baily, Mrs. Arthur Behringer, Mrs. R.
were
Among the ladies present
Miss Marie Olney. Check room comW. Prentice, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs.
Mrs. T. M. Elwood, Mrs. M. Danzl-ge- r,
Mrs.
and
Jefferson
mittee,
Raynolds
O. G. Schaefer, Mrs. E. I Hammond
Mrs. L. C. Witten, Mrs. C. S.
Mrs. David Winternitz. Ticket comand Mrs. C. H. Schirmer
Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald, Mrs.
Losey,
Mrs.
Van
Harriett
Petten. The
mittee,
4 4 4
members of these committees deserve LouIse Scott, Mrs. Ev R. Russell,
Card Party in
much credit for making the affair Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs. A. J. Thuli,
Honor of Popular Couple.
such a successful one and it is the Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs. R. F. JohD-soMonday evening Mr. anrt Mrs EL
Mrs. H. P. Browne, Miss Baum
wish of every one who attended the
S. Van Petten. were thi hosts at a
Landau.
dance that the Woman' Club of Las of Kansas City, Mrs. Isaac Appel,
Those present were Mr; and Mrs. card party given in honor of Dr. and
time will ar- Mrs. W. C. Dennis, Miss Lorna John- Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mrs. H. W. Goelitz. Five Hundred
Vegas from time
son, Miss Marie Mann, Miss Opal
range for more of these dances.
Stern, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rosen was played during the evening, Mrs.
Jones, Miss Ruth Jones, Miss Minnie
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Stern; Mr. Stephen Powers winning the ladles
thal,
Jones, Miss Kate Schoop, Miss Sadie
Mrs. William Rosenthal, Mr. and prize and Mr. Byron T. Mills wriTinZng
and
Tooker, Miss Loraine Lowry, Miss
"
Mrs. Isaac Appel, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph the gentlemen's prize. Delightful reYounger Set
DeSaJx Evans, 'Miss Mary Lowry,
Guests of Hokes.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Greenber-ber- , freshments were eerved' after cards.
Taichert,
Miss Emma Tamme and Miss Mar
One of the most enjoyable
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Baeharacb, Those present were Dr. and Mrs. II.
Cluxton.
parties was that at which Mr. guerite
Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Smith, Mr. and W. Goelitz, Mr. and Mrs, Clarence
.
and Mrs. Erie Hoke were the hosts.
Mrs. M. Bendix, Mr. and Mrs. Cecilio: Iden, Mr. and Mrs. John H. York,
The affair was given at the Hoke Christian Endeavor
Mr. and Mrs. M. Danziger, Mrs. C. H. Gibson, Mrs. Stephen Pow
Rosenwald,
residence last Saturday evening. The Has Special Program
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Morrison, ers, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer and Mr.
Annual Christian Endeavor Day will
W. J. Lucas.
younger set, wh were the guests
be observed Sunday evening at 7:30 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mr.
of the evening, were enjoyably enMrs. Herman Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs.
and
The Woman's Club of Las Vegas oa
tertained at ,slx tables of well ar- o'clock at First Presbyterian church. David Winternitz, Mr. and Mrs. Sig
The program for the exercises Is as
afternoon of next week
Wednesday
ranged and varlel games. Miss MilEmMrs.
Mrs.
Charles
Nahm,
Kohn,
dred Browne won the ladles' priz'e follows:
ma Kohn, Mrs. Morris, Mrs. J. Block, will hold Its regular monthly meetSinging by the Congregation.
and Mr. Lee Gerard' was the winner
Mrs. Clara Heineman,
Miss Hattiej ing. The meeting, as usual, will be
Scripture
Reading.
held in the rooms of the Commercial
of the gentleman's prize. Following
Miss
Clara
Heineman,
Heineman, Miss
Prayer.
at 2:30 o'clock. Every member
club
the serving of flainty refreshments
Mehnlheiner, Miss Helen Nahm, Miss
of
the
club is urged to attend this
dancing was enjoyed by all until a ' Hymn, by Congregation.
Aileen
Miss
Gertrude
Rosenthal,
"Aims and Achievements of
late hour. Mr. and Mrs. Hoke were
Miss Minnie Kohn, Miss Helen meeting.
Kohn,
Societies' briefly outlined
assisted by Mrs. Hallett Raynolds,
Nahm, Miss Ruth Nahm, Miss Levy,
The Udies' Guild of St, Paul's MeMiss Ruth Winters and Miss Made- by the president of the society.
Mr. W. Morants, Mr. M. Glasser, Mr.
Choir.
the
Special
by
Singing,
Church will meet next Tuesday
morial
line Mills,
"Our Christian Endeavor Plodge,' Julius Krause, Mr. Joseph Danziger, afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
Those present were Miss Rachael
Mr. Milton
Louis
Mr.
Taichert
and
A. H, Whitmore at her residence oa
Ward, Miss Gladys Gibson, Miss Mary by Professor Frank Carroon.
Rosenthal.
musical
Choir.
Special
number,
by
Miss
Seventh street
Tipton, Miss Teresa Devlne,
Short talks by members of the s
Mildred Browne, Miss 'May Ros,
Auction Bridge
Miss Helen Kelly, Miss Marguerite clety.,
Remarks by Rev. Norman Sinner. Club is Organized
Dudulph, Miss liorna Johnson, Miss
.'
In the society column of a recent
Hymn by Congregation.
BASEBALL NOTES.
Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Marguerite
of
item
edition
The
an
4;j
regardOptic
Christian Endeavor Benediction.
Cavanaugh, Miss Emma Tamme, Mr.
of an Auction
ing the formation
V
V
V
Ralph Rohrer, Mr, Jack Gibson, Mr.
Bridge club proved a happy suggesPenny Affair Is
Wallace N. Watson, Mr. Klchard
and what had been but an Idea
tion,
a
Playing baseball on January 31 on
Big Success.
Mr. John Itudolph, Mr. Walter
on the part of those concerned re-- the campus at Tufts
The
most
successful
aifalr
social
college la a
Hoke, Mr. Manuel Henri uez, Mr. John
suited in the organization of a, one;, knockout for Old Man Winter.
Fraternal
the
given
Brotherhood
by
Mr.
Mr.
Orrln Blood,
W. Harris, J.,
The University of Peniwybivnia
this season was the penny dance ani table Auction club which has made
Donald G. Hart, Mr. Lee Gerard, Mr.
plans for many delightful meetings baseball nine will perhaps take a
held
penny
banquet
Monday
evening
trip
Colbert C. Root, Mr. Frank Ettinger,
In the O. R. C. hall. A large num- to fill out the remainder of the sea- to Cuba after the regular college sea-soMr. William Springer, Mr. Leo Tipson.
The first meeting of the club
ber of the members and their guests
ton and Mr. H. F. Tllton.
were present. Dancing and cards was held at the home of Mrs. Routher
Even if Jim Thorpe doesn't quite
were enjoyed by all during the even- and the second meeting was held at measure up to major league standards'
Five Hundred Club
In a
ing.
cafeteria the. home ot Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald as a ball player he will certainly be
Ha Jolly Meeting.;
the entertainment committee serves where the members, together with sev- - a big drawing card tor the Giants.
.
On Thursday afternoon trie Five a delicious luncheon, each article be- era! newcomers, aided in making the
BUI Lange, the famous outfielder
Hundred club met 'at- th home of ing sold tot a penny. Tho .cafeteria occasion ft delightful affair. . Those with tim Tniu
win i,.in
iha
Mrs. George E. Morrison. The first was kept open during the entire ewui: present were Mrs. Jake Block of Kan coach the White Sos
during the team's
part of the "afternoon 'was'' devoted to Ing and was well patronized.- The sas City, who Is at present the guest training season In California.
the club game, Five' Hundred, Mrs. entertainment committee of the Fra- of Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald, Mrs. Gil
One of Johnny Evers' alms-thiyear
Clifford now winning the first prizo ternal Brotherhood is now planning a bert Rosen wald. Miss liimm of Kansas will be to make a baee stealer out o
and Mrs. Charlos Reh ringer the con- second novel affair, which will be City, Mrs. Jacob iAiidau, Mrs. David VI o Saier. Vic is a fust man on tha
solation prize. The series prizo was hold in the near future.
Winternitz, Mrs. N. Hoffman, Mrs. paths, but falls to take full advar.l;u;e
also awarded 'or the hignest score
T
Reuther, Mrs. Ludwig W. Ilfeld and of his speed.
v
M1h
made during tiip eight weeks' play. Sorosls Club Has
Lucy Rosenthal.
Pitcher "Rube" Boehit-r- , a
Mrs. Clifford Plov; was the winner Interesting Meeting,
recruit from iha Newark, Ohio, teem,
of this prize, which Was presented by
Monday afternoon, the Sorosis Club Mr. and Mm. Iden
is under quarantine In hi3 borne at
Mrs. II. I Turton, and Mrs. James hold Its regular weekly meeting with Give Dinner
Lawrmiee-UarffJnd with a flevoi'e
Party.
McDonnid was the winner of tbo ser- Mrs. C. H. Etrhlrmer.
The program
On Tuesday evening Mr, pud Mrs
of gmallpox.
ies consolation prize, which was pre included an in teres tins debate, the Clarence Iden were hosts at a dinHitrt Duffy, the former f'l
sonted by Mrs. Wells. An elaborate question for debate polng: "Have the ner parly followed by lrih;e In honor Milwaukee manager ' hna
,., i
two course luncheon was served at Latin Races Done More for Civiliza- of Isr, and Mrs, li. W. Goe!i(
Mrs. tue Fall River fr.mtl . e ia
the conclusion of the afternoon's play. tion Than the Teutonic Races." Mrs. A. J. Thuli was the winner of r l'nrl.m.1 Ion
t.r.d W,
v''
Those present were Mrs. Walter B. I. Read, for the. affirmative, and pri.e. Besides the guests of honor transfer the team to Pwi-n'-it
handled those tsharinft Mr and Mrs. Iden's
Pit her WrJ;
Nunn, Mrs. James McDonald, Mrs. T. Mrs. Bruce, for the
.T,T,n a w',i
J. Ra'ywood, Mrs. Charles Eehrlnger, their respective sides in nn
n '
hospitality were, Mr. ana Mrs. John t lis" the t' 'i .
if
Mrs. Clifford tional
manner.
Mrs. B. F. McGulre,
Selections from H. York,
et Mrs. Chester Iden, l'.r.ion team, t t i;;i r
were entertainingly Mr. aid
A Fiemh
.,
PJew, Mrs. James R. Baker, Mrs. Mark Twain
1'r, of d a ln'fuTo '",j..it- -, Mrs, A. J.
.
Clara Ileiiipman, Mrs. W. H. Cole- read by Mrs. II. N. Northmp, in- and
"'. ' on xu , - i
, f
"
;
Mr. W. J. li- - t"K .:: r f
man. Miss Carrie Shroek, and Miss cluding a humorous travel Eketch, Th.
j
"Our Guide in Genoa mi P.ome."
,
Opal Jones.
ett
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Medal and Diploma for Superiority
over all competitors at the great
World's Fair, and at all fairs and
expositions wherever exhibited.

k

n
DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING

POWDER is the one great baking powder, for over half a century
known and celebrated for its purity, strength, and keeping quality.
Its use assures the food against
alum and all forms of unwholesome adulterations that go with

imitation, low grade brands.
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business-lik-
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AWARDED

V

way, and hectare
privileges that are yours without cost as a result.

a Cooing Party.

-

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine

1

FIVE

OPEN A BANK
ACCOUNT HERE

the city

'4

8, 1913.
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By AMY GADSDEN.

It had always been the rule

In

ths

prornpton family for the children to
phare and share alike, but when pret
ty Claribel, the eldest, received the
nay after her sixteenth, birthday
beautiful basket of bonbons, a token
of the admiration of a youth whom she
lad met while visiting in the sum
Kier, she inwardly rebelled at the prospect of seeing the delicious sweets
melt away like the dew before the
eun. For the young Cromptons always made remarkably short work of

a

box of candy,
"I speak first for that big piece of
candied pineapple," said Alice as the
children gathered around Clarlbel to
see the delectable package opened.
"Can I have some o' them candied
violets, Claribel?" asked small Joe.
"No, you can't" Claribel quickly
raised the basket beyond the reach
f Joe's none too clean hand. "You"
can't have any, because you said,
them' Instead of 'those.' "
"Well, I don't care If I did. You
ate more'n half the taffy I bought with
the nickel dad gave me for having
my spelling paper right."
"And it was the first time he ever
got a perfect mark," chimed Helen. j
"Why, Claribel, arei't you going to let
tis have any of the candy? You shut
down the basket lid with a regular
forever bang."
"Mayn't I have that pineapple to put
In my lunch box?" asked Alice. "I
guess if you had to take an old lunch,
to school every day the way I do,
you'd "
"No, Alice," returned Clarlbel with
dignity. "I'm going to save this

"I went downtown and bought
Lucy's wedding gift today," said the
girl when conversation lagged a bit.
"It was real fun."
"I w ent to school with Lucy, but she
didn't ask me to her wedding or to the
reception," said the young man caller.
"I wish to goodness she had. Surely
one's schoolmates ought to be asked
if anybody Is."
"The reception is going to be small,"
"The house
said the girl, soothingly.
Isn't large you know."
"They've invited the whole town to
the wedding all but me."
"Well, it's too bad. I don't see,
though, how you can go when you're
not asked."
"If there was any way to slip me in
you'd think of it, wouldn't you?" said
the young man. "Couldn't I pretend
to be a butler or something?'
Butlers wouldn't be at the wed
ding," exclaimed the girl. "You're
thinking of ushers. Somebody might
drop her card of admission out of the
church window to you."
"She might get caught and thrown
out. Do people have to have cards to
the reception, too?"
"No, you walk right in for that, but
you couldn t do it without being
caught, ineya Know you werent
asked.'
"I'd give a lot to go to the wedding, anyhow."

"I didn't know you were so crazy
over weddings."
"It isn't weddings I'm crazy over,"
said the young man, with a sigh.
"But I bet you're going to let Sam
Meadows take you."
"He hasn't asked me yet, but if he
wants to take me I don't see why I
shouldn't go with him and enjoy my-

candy."
"Save it!" exclaimed nil the children.
"What for?" demanded
Carita. self," I
suppose not. A girl can't
"No,
"You know I had the toothache yesterImagine going with Sam and not havday and couldn't eat any of your birthing the time Of her life."
day candy. I think I ought to have
"I didn't say that"
of
this."
a lot
"No, but you thought it, apparently.
"And get the toothache again,"
And here I am, crazy to go, and you
scornfully remarked ClaribeL "If you won't even think up a
practical way
weren't Buch a baby about going to to
me In."
smuggle
dentist
teeth
have
the
you could
your
"If you hat. callea' there recently
jOxed."
have received an invitation."
"Well, what good would it do if you'd
"I didn't want to call there. There
(you're always going to save your was another
place where I preferred
pandy ?"
to
go."
"I'm not always going to save it,"
"Dear me! What a popular young
replied Claribel in a tone of martyred man."
Iiatience, "but this is a tery special
"I didn't say a lot of places," he
basket of candy and I think if I don't
"But you know I haven't
protested.
want it all gobbled up the first minute
I've a right to keep it. My sorority got very much time and I'd rathei
Is going to meet hero a week from be here than anywhere else."
"That's very kind of you," she said,
next Saturday and I want to show all
"But you see what you've
smiling.
the girls this beautiful basket Just as
it i3. Then I'll pass It around and lost by it you can't go to the wedding."
you can all have some."
"I don't
"Oh, bother!' he cried.
"Yes, after the sorority girls have
a th.'ng about that wedding."
care
all
it
Alice.
picked
over," grumbled
"Why you said you were crazy to
"Some day you may Wish to Join
go!"
my sorority, Alice."
"I am. But if you weren't going
Alice, being an aspirant for early
election to her sister's sorority, looked I'd not care at all."
"Maybe I won't go. Mother and
somewhat chagrined and mentioned
father will be away and it pmy happen
casually that It was time to be going that
Sam will take somebody else.
to school. After the others were gone
"That isn't likely. He's been hern
Claribel hastily looked about for a hidevening for months."
ing place for her basket of candy. every
"Please don't exaggerate."
After a moment's desperate thought
"Well, he's been here every time I
for nothing was sacred in the house
of Crompton she flew into the library have. And now he can take you to
and secreted the candy with consider- the doings and I've got to sit back
and smile like an angel and look as
able satisfaction at her bright Idea.
"Where on earth did you put your if I liked it."
"You won't even see us."
jcandy?" asked Helen the next day.
"No, but I know just what a good
"Oh, were you looking for it?"
will have. There won't be
"No, of course not, but I didn't see time Sam
St anywhere and I just wondered a prettier girl there than you are."
"SamTI think differently," she said
Whero it was."
"I suppose, you all wondered." with a laugh. "Sam's awfully interest
Claribel was smiling superior. "I just ed in my cousin Mary, who's one of
the bridesmaids. He always talks
put it away."
Joe, coming in from play on the Sat- about her every minute when he calls
You see, they had a quarrel,
urday of the sorority meeting, forced here.
Ills way into the library against the and he came here to get news of her.
advice of his young sisters, who It's all right now. I was the peace"warned him that Claribel would be maker, by the way."
"Then you're not going!" cried the
ngry if he went into the meeting,
"Can I come
young man Joyfully.
Jwhlch was always very secret.
"I don't care if it is a secret," de- over that evening?"
"I think you're horrid," she pouted.
clared Joe. "Clarlbel promised me
some candied vi'lets today and I want "I'm crazy to go to the wedding.'
"And I'm crazy about you!" he
em."
out.
"I've been trying to
"Joe, run right away," commanded blurted
Clarlbel as he entered the room. tell you all the evening, I want you
"You know you can't come to our to marry me!"
"Well, why
It's
meeting."
"You know I love you," he said. "I
"I don't want to come to your meet-- f
couldn't stand It to think of your gong. All I want is the candy you said
ing with Sam when I wanted so to
I could ''
take you."
"Oh, my basket of candy!" fairly
"You can go now!" she cried, securfclirif ked Claribel. "it's all burned up."
"Why, how can it be?" asked Alice, ing possession of her own hands and
who had mulled in, having been listen- proceeding to clap them. "One's fiance,
you know, Is always included!' Chiing at the door. "Where was it?"
cago
Dally News.
Claribel pointed at the fireplace.
"I put it under the cedar boughs
father brought in from the country to
He Saw It.
make the fireplace look pretty, and
when the girls came today I thought
Housekeeper How is this? You
liow cheerful the fire would bo and I promised to saw some wood if I gave
lighted it and forgot all about the you a lunch.
candy!"
Tramp I recall no such promise,
All her Bisters, sorority and real, madam.
jfathorcd sympathetically about the
Housekeeper The idea! I told you
weeping Claribel, but Joe said, "I I would give you a lunch if you'd saw
;uesa now you're sorry you didn't give some wood, and you agreed.
me them candied vi'lets."
Tramp rardon me, madam; your
exact words were: "I'll give you a
lunch if you saw that wood over there
Bobby's Circumlocution.
j Mrs. Kawler
Who Is the smartest by the gate."
Housekeeper Exactly; that's Just
Jlmy in your school, Hobby?
Hobby Well, Johnny Smith says he what I said.
Tramp Well, madam, I saw the
fa.
Mrs. Kawler But who do you think wood over there by the gate when 1

so"

is?

I'd rather net say. I'm not
;so conceited as Johnny Smith. Bos
Bobby

koa Transcript.

I

Culinary Demand.
"'Sure, raim," said the new cook,
Suddenly appearing la the doorwav.
boryin' ta' boss't
r could I bo afliier
afetv razor for a little whiln"
"Safety razor?" echoed Mra n00,
What. for. Norah?"
"Sure inim, I want to Riiave that
'frnhhlt b"fV'!'e I stbew him." Harper!
;

came in.

Never On.
Senator Penrose, on a visit to Atlantic City, rang for a bellboy to take a
telegram, but it was not until the
twelfth or thirteenth ring that the boy
appeared.
"You've been a long time coming,"
said the senator.
"Yes, sir," said the boy. "You see,
sir, it's our dinner hour."
Senator Penrose smiled grimly.
"I know why you bellboys are called
be
"You're always off."
es--

KEEPING FACE FRESH LIFE III THE

a Turk-

Cosmetic Waters Indispensable
for the Toiiet.

Hospitality and Luxury in
ish Home.

For the Worried Woman a Little, Mas
saged Into the Scalp, Will Be
Found to Have a Magi-

Women Spend Their Time Playing
Cards, Listening to Professional
8tory-Telland Eating-Perf- ume
Baths Taken.

cal Effect.

Refreshing toilet waters are a rea,
necessity for the woman of dainty
habits and many of these cosmetic
waters can be prepared at home with
little effort and without great ex
pense.
Nothing is more agreeable
than a spray of cosmetic water after
the tub bath at the close of a tiresome
day. A little aromatic water dabbled
on the face and neck will freshen one
up wonderfully and often will pre
vent the tired drawn look which is
very detrimental to beauty.
The business woman and the pro
fessional woman,
whose daylight
hours are spent in office or school or
studio, will find It an excellent plan
to keep a bottle of toilet water, handy
and two or three times during the
day rub a little over the temples and
on the back of the neck and on the
hands. A little of the fragrant water
massaged into the scalp will some
times have a magical effect when the
head feels heavy and the wits dull.
Some of the best of the purchased
waters are violet, lavender, orange
and elder flower, but the mixtures for
home preparation possess a charm
for the woman who likes to be individual in her toilet accessories, and
the combination of the different in
gredients brings out some very dainty
odors.
One of the very delightful toilet
waters and one which is really valuable for its tonic effect, Is made from
Eimple garden herbs. If these herbs
can be procured in the fresh state the
results will be more satisfactory, but
if not, the dried ones will answer.
The formula calls for one ounce of
s
of
lavender flowers,
an ounce each of the fresh tops of
thyme rosemary, rue, sage and mint;
one dram each of calamus, nutmegs,
cloves and cinnamon, all of which
should be bruised; one dram of camphor, two ounces of alcohol and one
quart of strong white wine vinegar.
Dissolve the camphor In the alcohol,
add to the vinegar and put all the
herbs and spices into the liquid; let
it stand for ten days, when It should
be Btrained through filter paper.
An excellent violet water can be
made by simply emptying an ounce
bottle of the toilet extract Into a
pint of the best alcohol and shaking
the mixture till it is well blended. The
same process, using any other scent,
will answer the purpose, and lilac,
crabapple and heliotrope are all desirable.
f
Heliotrope water is made from
water, four
pint of orange-flowe- r
drams of coarsely powdered vanilla,
f
dram essence of ambergris,
six drops oil of bitter almonds and
the same amount of oil of cassia, and
one quart of spirits of wine.
Let
stand for ten days, then filter through
tho porous paper especially used for
such purposes.
Common cologne water requires
f
one and
fluid ounces of oil
ounce oil of
of lavender, one-hal- f
rosemary, one ounce oil of lemon,
twenty drops oil of cinnamon and one
gallon alcohol. Mix well and bottle
for use.
These are all good formulas and
will prove satisfactory
no matter
which one is chosen.
three-quarter-

one-hal-

one-hal-

story-teller-

the pores and stimulates the action
of the hair follicles would be likely to
start a healthy growth of hair, even on
a perfectly, bald head. The roots of
the hair are contained in the scalp,
and are always ready to grow new
hair if we will b"t Sve nature half
a chance. Oily tonics only serve to
clog the pores and are not useful as
"hair growers."
Florence. The Intense heat used in
the drying process Is quite likely responsible for the condition of your
hair. The hair should always be rubbed gently with soft absorbent towels
and when dry brushed briskly for a
few minutes. Do not irritate the scalp
and do not use a brush which is too
tiff.
Copyright.
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OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN f.

RANSFORD

WANTED

E.

Meets first and third Tue

CHAPTER

fourth

Thursday evening ear)
at W. o. W. Hall. VisltlD
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
3. Thornbti.
Secretary.
month

NO. 2, O. E.

s. Meets first and mird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

Wanted

-

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary
MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

. m

O-

day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord!
aliy Invited to attend. A. M. Adlet

II

ii

in r
Ri

F- -

LOCAL

TIME CAHii

EAST BOUND
Traveling men who are
Telephone Mala 329.
Arrive
making small towns and cross road
Depan
stores to handle our new and up to
No.
2.... 9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
date pocket side line. Pays a com- FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
4
11:05 p. m
NO. No.
11:05 p. n,
102 Moes every Monday
8
mission of $4 per order. A winner,
No.
2:05 a. m
at
2:10 a. m
night
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue.at No. 10
For full particulars address Burd
1:45 p. m
2:10 p. m
8 o'clock.
Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, 111.
are
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
president; J. T. Buhlur secretary; No. 1
1:45 p. m
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
3
No.
6:10 a. m
6:15 a. m

For Sale

FOR SALE A good automobile. Ad
dress B., care Optic.

For Rent
FOR

RENT Suite
rooms, first floor,

housekeeping
electric lights.

508 Main.

No.

7....

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No.

9..;.

4:20 p. m..... 4:30 p. m
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. n

Meet in the Forest of brotherly

love at Woodmen of the World hall,
ATTORNEY!
on the second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk. George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunks
Attorneys-at-LaVisiting members are especially
Las Vegas.
welcome and cordially Invited.

New Mextec

vk

Kin in i r urnished
four room
DENTISTS
cottage, will take invalids. Also J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I.
O.
of B. B. Meets every first DR. E. L.
three room cottage. Call 417 Eighth
HAMMOND," DENTIST.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
street.
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Office
Main 111
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are House Telephone..
PIANO for rent. 417 Eighth St.
Main 161
Telephone
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
FOR RENT Furnished house, mod
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
retary.
ern, Eighth and Washington. In
Dentist
quire Herbert W. Gehring.
Dental work of any description at
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN moderate
prices.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1
Center Block. Tel. Main 136
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
LOST A brindle Boston bull dog, an
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
swers to the name of Shake. ReHere is a message of hope and good
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
turn to H. W. Kelly's residence, 825
from Mrs. C. J. Martin, Boone
cheer
Sixth street Reward.
Mill, Va,, who is the mother of IS
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
stomach trouble and constipation by
every Monday evening at uhamherlain's
Tablets after tire
their hall on Sixth street All visit vpara nt Riifferlne and now recom
A? LOW ME to furnish your masquer
ing brethren cordially invited to at mends these tablets to the public. Sold
ade costumes. Mrs. Hughart, Trini
tend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.; by all dealers. Adv.
dad Costume and Hairdresslng com.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
pany, Opera Bile, Room 9, Trinidad,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
When Burton Holmes recently gave
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Colo.
hla celebrated travelogue on "Panama" at Opp.heRtra Hall. Chicago, he
FIRST class room and board, In B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and was seriously lnterupted byNocontinual
one an
audience.
quire 1112 Douglas 'Ave.
fourth Tuesday evening of each coughing of the and
if people witn
noys willingly
month Elka home on Ninth street coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- in throat would use Foley's Honey and
PETER P. MACKEL
Tar Compound, they could quickly
ers are cordially Invited. P. D.
and coma ana avoia
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- cure their coughs O.
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
G. Schaefer and
this annoyance.
don, Secretary.
tardwood Finishing, Paper Haagtna
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
and Glaring.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Vest 81d Plaza
Old Tows

miscellaneous

.

Summer Quarters of a Wealthy Turk.
Ish Family.

scalp and over the whole body. Th
ordinary Turkish baths were built
away from the house and seemed to
be occupied all day long. Until the
age of twelve boys remain in the
harem. At thirteen or fourteen girls
don the tchartchaf or veil and are
considered fit for marriage.
There is many a bride of fifteen
with a husband of seventeen. Marriages are arranged by the two families; the bridegroom does not see the
brids until after tli marriage ceremony, when he raises the veil. If he
omit to do this she remains his official wife only in name.
Each Turk
is allowed by the Koran to have four
legal wives, but moat of them now
adays are satisfied with one.

"FAT

mil

ViaiUni

Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Chas
Liebachner, Chaa
cellor Commandea
Harry Martin, Keeper of Records
and Seal.

Five

cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
Reg--i
lines. At!
advertls menta charged
jrular Inconclave sec. d Tues-da-y
each month at Ma- will be booked at space actually set,
buwc iempie at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
without regard to number of words.
KlnkeL E.
Cash In advance preferred.
C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
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DRUGGISTS CVERYIVKCRE

DISCOVERED

Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren
St, Kingston. N. Y. (full name fnrnlnho
nt,
Re application) had such decided benefit
irom using poieys Honey and Tar
Compound that she shares her good
fortune with others. She writes:
st. Louis. A state appointive office, Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
with fees estimated at $9,000 a year, brought my voice back to me during
which has been overlooked for 13 a severe case of bronchitis and inrvn.
years, was filled for the first time wtth gitls. Oh, how many people I hnve
the appointment by State Auditor Qor-do- recommended It to." o. G. Schaefer
of Thomas Bond, a young attor- and Red Ctobs Drug Co. Adv.
ney, as the auditor's local counsel in
This is tho season of the year when
the collection of the collateral inheritance tax. How the lucrative position mothers feel very much concerned
had been overlooked so long, pol- over the frequent colds contracted by
their children, and have abundant
iticians are at a loss to understand.
reason for it as every cold weakens
the
lowers the vitality and
TWO BEAMS TAKEN FROM MAN paveslungs,
the way for the more serlou
dlsenses that so often follow. ChamDoctor Removes Pellets, One of Which berlain's Cough Remedy Is famous for
Its cures, and is pleasant and safe to
Had Began to Sprout, From
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Ear Tube.

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
SO lbs. to
200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

20c per 100
25c per 100
30c per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

lbs.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities oi Wblch Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

$9,000 Position In Missouri Is
vlved After a Lapse of Thirteen Years.

n

San Bernardino, Cal. Two beans,
one of which had sprouted into an
embryo plant, were removed from the
head of a Mexican laborer here by Dr.
H. V. Beeson. For months the man had
complained of severe pains. The beans
bad entered his head through his left
ear. The growing plant was nearly an
hnd flonriflh-'"inch long, ar1 riiif-ntl- in the enr tiih.
1
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Jonah. BaldnesB is frequently caused by the pores of the scalp becoming
clogged, and this not only causes the
hair to lose its vitality and fall out,
but also effectually prevents the new
hairs from pushing their way through
to the surface. A tonic which cleanses

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

UESTAlRANT AND CAFl

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
HANDLED.

son-in-la-

one-hal-

le.

WANT

LOBBY

1-

Constantinople. Hospitality amoifi
the Turks is carried to a fine art A
short time ago it was my privilege,
writes a correspondent, to spend some
weeks In the harem of the
of one of Turkey's greatest generals,
whose leg, shot off in the battle of
Plevna, was burled in a cemetery side
by side with the body of his grandchild. My hostess knew nothing, but
Turkish. She was young, beautiful
and happy. Sixty slaves were always
ready to do her bidding not slaves
in our sense of the word, but more
like adopted children.
The square, spacious house stood in
a lovely garden, and was divided into
f
two portions,
(the haremilk)
occupied by women and the other
half (the salamlik) by men. The
sofas and chairs In the drawing-roowere covered with red and yellow
silk, and here ladies and slaves, all
wearing loose garments like dressing
gowns, sat for hours chatting or play
ing cards or backgammon, or listen
ing to the tales of the miradjus, the
They
professional women
have no regular hours for meals,
snacks of food being brought to them
at all hours. They did not sit at table
in the dining-room- ,
where the host en
tertained his friends and where foreign ladies were admitted.
Visits to a harem are looked upon
as an indefinite thing. Some of the
ladies staying in the house had ar
rived with a small bundle of clothes
for a few days and had stayed on
more than a year. On an embroidered carpet in one corner of the room
a large tray on short legs held all
courses of each meal, placed there be
fore the repast began. Women, old
and young, in picturesque, flowing
garments and swathed heads, handed
delicious stews, one or two meats,
and vegetables and rice in every form.
The windows opened from the in
side, behind wooden, immovable lattices. Flower baths were a great institution. There were baths of rose
leaves and baths of heliotrope rose
petals were rubbed in the hair end

one-hal-

Patsy. You will find that many
cases of baldness are due to the fact
that the pores of the scalp are filled
with foreign matter which effectually
clogs them and prevents the hair from
The hair follicles
pushing through.
may not be destroyed at all, and may
be ready1 to start a growth of hair
If the clogged condition could be removed and the half given a chance
to grow. Sometimes there are tiny,
and almost invisible plugs of dead
skin, and when they are removed with
a suitable tonic, the hair grows in a
seemingly marvelous manner. It is
really very simple, but is not generally
understood.'
Madge and Ruth. The hands are
rather slow to yield to the influence
of a building cream, but if you will
use the Mao paste regularly at night
and occasionally soak the hands in
warm olive oil for twenty minutes
you can bring back the youthful appearance again and greatly improve
the texture of the skin as well. The
lilac paste is prepared especially for
the hands and is very agreeable to

8, 1913.
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F. E. Walling, a farmer diving neai
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
"I have been advised by my
nays:
family doctor to use Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for my children
''hep there was a cough medicine
Tt always fives the best of
needed.
satisfaction and I recommend it to
others." O. O. Schaefer and Red Cro
Drag Co. Adv.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads, search out the people to, whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY ths particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST to someoa
in this newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.
who reads the ads.

Others, who read and ans ?er ads. In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of ns.arulness of any sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye's, of all
slble sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

t.
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t
I
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getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
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automobile
o'clock this evening.
Light

Ou ckwheat-Flou-

ounds For 25c

Just the Thing for These Cold Mornings

FOR.

CSH

For bl While

18

Pounds Sugar for $1.00

J.

Stearns

H.

Grocer

AtHEATAND
FOR

V70

0

YOUR MONEY

MOST

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
hhona Main 21

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
-

,,

-

I

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

Science of
Selling
Farms

must

include a means of presenting

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us? the

COITHD

A

PERFQIMH
our

results of perfeot laundering to
who are

hundreds of patrons,

,

endorsing

it

with

t

their

con-tlmi- d

patronage.

35c per dozen

SHIRTS, COLLARS,

Kansas Eggs

i

m

,

&

j

'

30c per dozen

deib

cd.

ty

J

V

FOR. SALE BY

-

& SQN
J. C. JOHNSEN
Local
Agents

;

t- -

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assasi'ant Cashier.

,

Raynolds, Vice President
B. Davis, Vice" President.
D.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

M

Surplus, and Ukdividbd Pkofits

$100,000

$35,000

Our Depositors Eeceive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

FULLY

$1,050

"

.
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OVERLAND COD?!

TEAM LOSES
Standing of the Team
Won Lost
Team
3
i
Anient

AND

CUFF

WORK

THAT IS

UNEQUALLED.

Las "Vegas Steam

m

aitWenie

3

i

Kelly
Losey
Hoke

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

1
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1
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"Dainty" Boneless
fish, per box

FY.

I;ia' k

n 'i

25c

Fancy Boston Mackerel
2 for
,

f

TOO LATf TO CLA

Ait

each

Lust evening on the Elks' .alleys the
Hoke "team, by defeating tho Wltten
tim, left its position at the bottom
of hte Elks' league and is now tied
for third place with the Wltten team,
whlc.h foil from swcond to third place,
Amundsra of the Hoke team was
high man, having a total pinfall of 440
pins, llonriqnoa! of the same team
was second high man wl,-- a total ct
Thl
43G pins for the three strings.
Hoke
fpnin scores were as follows:
team Henrique, 4"G pins; Amund
230 Pins; C. AV
sen, 410 pins; Bail',
416 Pins.
Iloke'
O. Ward. 405 pins:
j
team
Leahv, .
Witten
total. 2,037 pins.
"iu'l'li, .I'&jfj
397 pins; Lord, 4,rl I,ins:
322 pins; Witten,
pins; C. Danziger,
:!:) uhif; total, T.W Pim-

Laundry
I'i.otit AfjiJ Bl

'

Wltten
Trumbull

Extra Fancy Mackerel

'

-

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

V.

'
;
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'Highest Grade"

Fowler Preps

IS KO LVE IN TIIE CAN

TIIEilE

1

;

HITS

I
I

"THE KINO THAT IS aOT

':

SJ

QUALITY FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

! S

Mid-

dles Codfish, per pd

25c

.

Pure Food" Sard tnes
per can. .
'

&

-

'Swan's Down" fibered
15c

Wbalen,

Co

THERE 18 NO LIE ON THE LABEL
a

25c

Codfish, per pkg.

ilactiiee

i

I

Cod-

can

ifI
!

i

'
'

13

25c

"Crawn" Sardines per

id

M

f.

:

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

!i

..ioc n 1

Ferndell" Sardines, per

Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

can

I

wards; While, ff'titer; Stuart and

f.
r

i

1

i

t

is

V

V..'

2

3

u-

Bowen,

-

Petten,

Ipcob, guards.
I

!'

'

f

liool baBketbal!

Tho IL'h

t

teams

I

tt

'

wii'j
1

v,
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DeSalx

Evans, Ctitlla Van
Elizabeth parnell, Gladys

McVey, Nellie Wells, Alice Conncll
and Ruth Mahm.
Professor Uufsss
.Mead end Sllsa Kthc-- llusner chajH?r-ojit-- d
the crowd and John Webb will
blow iw. v!iiitSi as official r:fr"fl.
1

4

I!

Or- -

25c

597

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
i

WITTEN

We are daily presenting

Eggs

i.

Any man will buy the machine that will sav e
labor in the factory or on the farm. Why no1
save labor for a woman in her kitchen when it
costs nothing extra to do it?
Get a high grade malleable range with the
3 wonderful grate lifting device which raises the
J fire up to the top of the stove as easily as
.
gasolene flame can be turned up.
It
i
I ; .'.'.I.'--!
A meal can be aukkly cooked with a wPn
C spent fire raised up close to the lids.
' i
, .
.1
Th.oA tun. ui
t
II
iujiib n( me Biiuner iiainue on a special
geared shaft do the business.
With a shallow fire box when the grate is
raised half as much fuel is needed.
With tiie fire close to the top, drafts can be
closed and fuel lasts longer.
No time is waisted waiting for a big fire to burn.
Less fuel has to be carried by tired women and much fuel is saved.
No over heated kitchen in summer because meals can be cooked from small
fires raised to the top of the stove without heCting up the xange.
Quick Action Kanges with the adjustable grate cost no more than other high
grade malleable ranges.

II

IT

lie Besfcl Everting Eatable

Laid--

For Women

Cart-wrigh-

OPTIC

Strkly Fresh Home

11

LOSER IN

6:19

QUICK ACTION ADJUSTABLE GRATES
SsLve Ltvbor

The Commercial club committee in
the
charge of the plan for
GAF.1E8
Try a dram jf Old Taylor bourbon baths at the Montezuma Hot Springs
is busily at work and will be able to
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
report progress soon, it is expecteJ
AND GIRLS
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged The committee held a meeting last THE NORMAL BOYS
BUSINESS
CITY
DUKE
DEFEAT
In the wood. Direct from distillery to night
TEAMS
COLLEGE
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adr.
The many fiends of Mrs. Ollie
Before a small crowd the Normal
A regular meeting of J.E. Eosen- Shearer will be glad to know that she
wald lodge will be held In the vestry has quite recovered her health since University teams last night triumphed
of
rooms of Temple Montefiore Monday her surgical operation and will locate over the hasketball organizations
Business
collet
the
in
to
renew
Albuquerque
East
the
Las
prac
Vepas
evening at 8 o'clock.
tice of professional nursing. At the girls' team winning from the Duke
18 to 15
The ineral services of Mrs. J. M. present she is the guest of Miss City damsels by a score of
masculine
and the boys defeating the
Ackennan will be held from the Becker of the Becker hospital.
stenographers to the tune of, 37 to 16.
Methodist church tomorrow afterIn the first game in particular there
7:30
Last
the
o'clock
at
at
will
noon at 2 o'clock. Interment
night
State .Hospital for the Insane, S. F. was considerable wrangling over decibe In the Odd Fellows' cemetery.
Swayne of Albuquerque died after a sions. The Albuquerque people claimTwo sections of train No. 8 were long Illness. Mr. Swayne before comin's ed the Las Vegas officials were giving
ran today, the first one being on time to New Mexico was a circuit judge them the worst of it and the Meadow
and the second leaving here at 10:35 in South Bend, Indiana. He was .67 City bunch expressed the opinion
o'clock this morning. The usual two years of age. Mr. Swayne is survived that the Albuquerque officials were
by his wife and by several children. too biased. The Optic representative
sections of No. 3 also went through.
.
;
Mrs. Swayne and her daughter, Anna, who witnessed the game had always
...
Eusfebio Roybal came In this morn arrived last night on train No. 8 and supposed a foul wad a ball knocked
an
ing with ai number of witnesses to an- took the body back on train No. 1 to- over a fence thereby contributing
swer the charge against him for oper day. Interment will be in Albuquer- admission ticekt to some small boy.
that
ating a saloon near Sapello contrary to que. The boy was prepared for ship- He found last night, however,
a
in
fouls
of
are
more
kinds
there
ment
Las
the
was
set
for trial
law. The case
Vegas Undertaking
by
basketball game than can be found at
company.
today.
a poultry show. Some fouls are perII. N. Northrup of the Greenberger
Tonight at the Y. M. C. A. another sonal while others are entirely imperclothing store today received notice doubleheader of the Sunday School sonal. The personal fouls are much
that his brother, Frank Northrup, who Basketball league will be played. The the worse, according to snatches of
nversation which filtered out of
lived in the southern, part of Wiscon- contestants will be the Presbyterians the
sin, died last week. No particulars versus the Baptists and the Christians the WTangles in which the officials and
versus the Methodists.
These games players became involved.
as to the cause were stated.
To one not versed in basketball, it
will be fast and furious and will begin
8
at
o'clock
soon
appears that altogether too many.
and end as
Charles Onion this morning received promptly
notice that Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Brady as possible so that none of the at fculs are called. The girls' game last
between
of National City, Washington, are the tendants will be kept up too late to night resembled a contest
to
could
which
as
call the
the
officials
mornschool
on
attend
lrcud parents of a ten pound girl.
Sunday
Sunday
team has greater number of fouls. When the
Mrs. Brady was formerly Miss Ethel ning. The Presbyterian
Bloomfield
of this city, a cousin of improved wonderfully, having some contest ended it was found that the
Charles Onion.
prominent business men of the city foul score was tied, the Las Vegas
in the lineup.
The Christians have official having 987 to his credit while
a
well
H. Biernbaum, the
known busi
surprise for the league, too, so the the Albuquerque man had the same
number. Each seemed sore when the
ness man of Mora and one of the old- unexpected is likely to happen.
final whistle blew depriving him of
est pioneers in the state, died last
the
chance to get a point ahead of
NOTICE
THE
CUSTOMERS
TO
OF
Mr.
in
Biernbaum
week
Philadelphia.
his adversary. Wnen a couple of men,
THE ACKERMAN DAIRY.
was 92 years of age. His son, E. H.
On account of the funeral of Mrs. however, attempt to direct the arguBiernbaum, is the deputy county clerk
J. M. Ackerman, the dairy wagons ment of 12 excited yong women, they
of Mora county.
will not make deliveries Sunday even- are sure to get into the argument
The lecture given 'by Dr. Landau ing. Patrons are requested to get themselves. And that's what happenlast night at Temple Montefiore wras all their milk by the morning ieliv-ery- . ed to the officials last night None of
Adv.
the Albuquerque girls will ever speak
highly enjoyed by an appreciative auto John Webb, handsome as he is,
Dr. Landau drew a striking
dience
CARD OF THANKS.
and none of the Las Vegas girls will
representation of the paradoxical charWe wish to extend our most sin- ever smile at Slim Treffenburg, even
acters and also the brilliant genius o
cere
thanks to our many kind friends if he is the best "ragger" in the Duke
Helnrich
Heine.
Germany's lyric poet.
aid and many City. 'The game, therefore, resulted
Dr. Landau's, nevt lecture will be on for their sympathy,
beautiful floral offerings during our disastrously for both officials, as they
"Abraham Lincoln."
recent bereavement.
are not averse to making feminine
MATEO) LUJAN AND
friends.
Mrs.
Mateo
The funeral services of
FAMILY.
The Albuquerque boys' team was
Lujan wsre held this morning from
MDS. 3. A. CLEMeiNT
the Chuch of the Immaculate Conceprlearly outclassed by the Las Vegas
.
AND SISTERS.
lads. The game was a scramble from
tion at 10 o'clock. Many of Mrs. Lastart to finish and the Albuquerque
llan's friends from the surrounding
We guarantee jur milk and cream boys fought gamely. John Webb actcountry attended the services. Interment was in Mount Calvary ceme- to be produced from healthy cows ed as referee and Frank McCullough
tery. The pall bearers were William and handled hy jnealthy people, in as umpire.
The lineup girls game:
Frank, Frank Roy, William Frank, seprate concrete hopr buildings, unt,
Jr., Hipolito Baca, Luis Guerin and der strictest rules of cleanliness.
Albuquerque Wickham and
Full equipment fo cooling and aerat
.
Emile Clement.
forwards; Myers and Stehlln,
ing. All bottles and utensils thorough centers; Baca and Thelin, guards.
The musical program which was tc ly sterilized. No; possibility of dis
Normal Young and Trahey, for
have been given last Sunday evening ease germs entering the milk to mul- wards; Bently and Hixenbaugh, cen
at the First Baptist church will be tiply.
ters; Tooker and Culberson, guards.
The lineup, boys game:
given tomorrow evening instead. The THE OORBETT SANITARY DAIRY.
Fred E. Corbett, Prop.
weather last Sunday evening was so Adv.
Albuquerque Zearing and Treffen
burg, forwards ; Neher, center; Hanna
unpleasant that it was decided to
CARD OF THANKS
and Zirhut, guards.
postpone the musical service until
The Christian Brothers extend their
tomorrow. An orchestra will furnish
Normal Ellis and Koogler, for- music and a number of prominent heartfelt thanks to all who helped to
Las Vegas singers will participate in make the occasion of the lecture by
the program. The services will be- Rev. Father Barmim, S. J., a success,
gin promptly at 7:30 o'clock. Every- by their attendance, kind
RECEIVED a
body Is invited. The church is lo in selling tickets and in other ways
1
them.
avenue
bless
God
Main
May
cated on the corner of
H
THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS.
and Sixth street. The pastor is Kev.
N. B. Green.

WANT COLUMNS
The lloma f

lamps at

IS

ALBUQUERQUE

I

If it may be termed a science

The

The Albuquerque basketball teams
returned to the Duke City this after
noon and regardless of the fact that
they lost both games here, wore hap
py smiles on their faces.
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